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The way to create your

innovative insurance.

Dear Insurance

Community!
Why did you like this special COVID-19 year 2020?
Did you create something new? Did you develop
yourself? Did you get a great job or did you find a
family? I know, these are unusual questions after
such a „crazy year“, but I can show you in our
Insurance Trendreport, WHY. The insurance industry
is a big winner of the Covid-situation. We have a
crisis, on one hand its a health crisis with millions of
deaths and on the other hand it`s an economic crisis,
with high ùnemployment, weak economic
performance and no stability for a future perspective.


However this crisis shows for the insurance industry,
how important safety in our life is and how we can
secure our valuables like houses or cars. We sold
these products during the Lockdown, but in an other
way. We used the technology not only to sell
insurance products but also to manage claims.


Otherwise this crisis shows us, how we have to work
„remote“ day by day and how we can develop our
team spirit in the virtual world. Times are changing.
New technologies are coming up, new (service)
business models will be developed, also new
organisation forms and M&A actions. Our industry is
growing and developing in times of crisis as well.


In the Insurance Trendreport 2021 we publish
amazing ideas from great visionary persons. Not only
from outside, but also from InsurTechs and we can
see the developing from inside as well. New positions
like an Innovation Manager were created, new
collaboration with Hubs and Startups developed,
Insurance Manager learnt the Design Thinking and
Scrum approach or Business Model Innovation. 


We show you ideas, tools, methods, technologies and
solutions, that you can develop yourself, your team
and futhermore your company to achieve your next
step.
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To show your customer more touchpoints, to create
more emotional marketing campaign or to develop
your team with digital skills.
Your next focus should be
to develop your Customer Experience with
emotional focus

to create great Services supported with
technologies 

to use your flexible Organisation to work
more effective and creative

You know, the digital transformation is not a project
with starting and ending points, this is a journey
with your colleagues, customers and partners to
develop your own ecosystem.

I wish you some
inspired reading
time with our
Insurance
Trendreport

2021!
Erika Krizsan

Managing Director

Insurance Factory

Innovation Store
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Thrive under
Pressure with the
Resilient Leaders
Elements

Anna Hemmings

MBE

I have long believed, now more than ever, that the
businesses who survive and thrive through periods of
adversity and rapid change are the ones who have
resilient leaders who drive them forward.


A resilient leader knows where they are strong and
their areas for development, what takes them from
pressure to stress and how to rebalance. A resilient
leader has confidence in who they are and what they
do, so that they create, build and take opportunities;
bouncing back, knowing they will find a way through
uncertainty, change and even crisis.


The need for resilient leaders, able to thrive in
uncertain times is greater than ever. If you want to
develop resilience and have impact as a leader now,
recovering from the global pandemic and in the
future, you need 4 key elements and I’m going to
share those with you through a framework called the
Resilient Leaders Elements.
Clarity of Direction
I come from the world of elite sport where most
athletes are inherently goal focused, the targets are
clear and from a young age they discover the power
of a vision. When I was 8 years old I declared to
family and friends that I wanted to become an
Olympian and without realising it I was creating clarity
of direction for myself and the people supporting me.


Clarity of Direction is the first element in the Resilient
Leaders Elements model and is all about having a
vision and a realistic strategy for the future,
communicating effectively to align people to your
vision and having the determination to keep going in
the face of adversity.


At 8 years old I didn’t have a realistic strategy for
achieving it but I did visualise it - imagining myself
competing with the Great Britain Olympic kit on,
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I pictured myself winning races and it felt so real that
it gave me the motivation and belief that it could
happen. Subconsciously I was building the reserves
of determination that I would need for the inevitable
adversity that would come my way.


Having clarity of direction keeps you motivated and
focused, and when communicated effectively it is
also motivational for the people around you. When
your team is under pressure, if they have a clear
strategic intent they will understand why they’re
being asked to do something. If we have clarity of
where we’re going and why, when adversity hits we’re
able to see through the fog of events and it gives us
the motivation to keep persevering. Clarity of
direction helps filter out distractions and reminds us
what we should remain focused on.

A Unifying Purpose
Of course as a young athlete I was never going to do
achieve my ambitions on my own and in the
beginning my team included my family, a few training
partners and my coach. I couldn’t make them buy-in
to my mission but I could inspire them to join me on
my journey. 


As a leader in business you can use your vision and
strategy to inspire others to join you and use your
actions and behaviours to demonstrate what is
possible. We know from research that the strength of
our resilience is based on the strength of our
connections. If you can gather a cohesive team
around you and create a unifying purpose, when the
pressure is on, you are more likely to thrive.


Given the challenges we’re experiencing today, now
is the time to ramp up collaboration and include
widely. 


Communicate, Communicate, Communicate
However, don’t get disheartened if your people don’t
seem engaged in the strategic intent, it could be that
your message wasn’t interpreted as you intended it.
We all have different communication preferences and
we interpret messages in different ways, so the most
effective thing you can do is to communicate
regularly, repeatedly and in a variety of ways so that
people fully understand the priorities and main focus
at any given time. Find ways to keep people informed,
engaged and aligned, even when things change.


To summarise:


as a leader, when you have strategic intent, a unifying
purpose and determination this is the impact: 

People know where they are going, why they
are going there and know you are determined
to succeed. Each individual can work out what
to do for themselves in order to get to the end
point.

Leadership presence
The third element is leadership presence – this is
when you have ‘presence’ even when you’re not in
the room. It’s about being true to yourself, your values
and ethical code and being in service to others.


It was only when I reflected on the biggest setback of
my sporting career that I truly begun to understand
how we develop leadership presence and why it’s so
important.


That setback happened in April 2003 when I was
diagnosed with chronic fatigue syndrome, a serious
illness that rendered me in a near permanent state of
exhaustion, devoid of all energy. The muscles in my
body ached to the degree where it became painful.
Those were just some of the physical symptoms.


The doctors said there was no treatment or cure, all I
could do was rest. They said I would never race
again. I was scared, what if the doctors were right
and I never got better? What would I do?
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It was a rubbish situation and yes, I wallowed in
self-pity and misery for a long time, I felt sorry for
myself, asking why me? I was at the peak of my
career, I couldn’t help but think life was so unfair!


However, I needed to find a way out and I realised
that feeling like a victim wasn’t going to help me.


Eventually after 12 months I discovered a treatment
called Reverse Therapy and finally I was on a road to
recovery. The first and most powerful step that I took
was opening up to the people closest to me, sharing
what I was experiencing with them and exposing my
weaknesses. Allowing people to see my struggles and
vulnerability and letting them help me began to make
me stronger. This was a big departure for me, I’m not
someone who accepts help easily, but I learnt to ask
for help and I ask for help a whole lot more now!

Demonstrating Vulnerability

I learnt that being vulnerable enough to ask for help is
a huge part of our resilience. We need to find the
courage to ask for and accept support from others.


I now know that taking off the mask and showing
vulnerability isn’t a sign of weakness, it’s actually the
boldest act a leader can make. It fuels trust and the
strongest of relationships and that couldn’t be more
important right now as we lead remote teams.


The most resilient leaders are constantly building and
reinforcing relationships and they do this when the
urgency is low, it pays dividends when the urgency
ramps up.

Authentic Leadership

People will naturally want to build a relationship with
you and follow you as a leader when you’re an
authentic leader, because they know what you stand
for and they know that you will do what you say you
will.


To help you stay true to yourself and your ethical
code, you need to first be clear on what your values
are. Your values are deep within you and define who
you are and what you want in your life. What values
matter most to you? I spend a lot of time with clients
really delving into this question because once you
have identified those values, then you can articulate
them, live them and breathe them and only then will
people experience you as authentic. In times of crisis
people will already know what you stand for and be
ready to follow you, you’ll have leadership presence.

Presence
With that leadership presence, others will be able to
anticipate your actions and act accordingly. I worked
with a Hungarian coach called Miki and he had
presence even when he wasn’t there. If he was not
able to be at training, we knew exactly what he’d say
and how he would want us to run the session. When
you’re not in the room do people know what actions
and decisions you would want them to make?


Whilst we operate in this virtual world, leadership
presence is crucial and unfortunately it is more
difficult to build and maintain relationships, so I
encourage you to consider what else can you do to
be more open and develop your authenticity as a
leader. 


To summarise, as a leader when you are authentic,
serving and intentional this is the impact: 

You have “presence” even when you are not in
the room. The best person takes the lead and
is fully supported by all around them, leading to
greater effectiveness and better results. People
know each other well enough to anticipate
other’s actions and act accordingly’

Resilient Decision Making
The fourth element is Resilient Decision Making,
which is about being able to take a valuable idea from
concept to reality, challenging your own and others
biases and considering the impact, pace and style of
your decision making.


The sport of marathon kayak racing is fuelled by
resilient decision making under pressure. A marathon
race in kayaking is akin to being in the peloton on a
road cycling race; the competitors are moving
positions, you have to think quickly and correctly in
the heat of the moment. 

Creative Decision Making
During the race it’s essential to be creative in your
decision making and work outside of the usual frame
of reference, making it harder for your opponents to
predict your next move.
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To assist with creative decision making, in any
domain, it’s useful to always assume there are
different questions to be asked and different ways of
seeing the same situation. To do this it helps to
involve diverse opinion in your decision making, when
you have time. If you collaborate with others who
have different perspectives, together you will create
new options. Cognitive diversity is critically important
as the pressure rises, because it will give you the
richest solution to a crisis due to the diversity of
perspective.
Robust Decision Making
In the days and weeks prior to a World Championship
race I work with my team on the tactics for the race
and we plan the strategy. We don’t actually know how
the race is going to play out, I don’t know what my
competitors are planning, much like in today’s
economic environment, there’s uncertainty, and so
we consider a range of possible scenarios that could
play out during the race and make plans accordingly.
This helps me to be robust in my decision making.


I would arrive at the World Championships with a plan
A, a Plan B and a Plan C and I’d make a final decision
during the race based on intuition and experience.


Of course with so much uncertainty in the economy
right now it’s difficult to plan and you can’t prepare for
all eventualities, but you can ask yourself a series of
‘what if’ questions so that you can scenario plan and
create contingency strategies. 

Versatile Decision Making

To an outsider watching me in the heat of battle at
the World Championships, it might look like I’m adept
at thinking on my feet and making the right decision
in the moment under pressure and I am, but only
because I’ve prepared for it; I’ve visualised the
moment and created movies of it in my mind so I
know exactly what to think and what move to make in
the heat of the moment. I become versatile in my
decision making.


I encourage you to think about the decisions that you
make, do they create options and flexibility so that
you are prepared for changing or uncertain
situations?


To summarise, as a leader, when decision making
is creative, robust and versatile, this is the impact: 



Great decisions are made at the right time, with
the right people, in the right place. Contingency
options are always available so that the
unexpected can be dealt with effectively and
confidently.

If you want to have impact as a leader both now and
in the future you need to consistently apply all 4
resilient leaders elements. Resilient leaders will be at
the heart of the post-pandemic recovery and there
will be a need for every person to lead both
themselves and others. In fact there has never been a
more important time to equip yourself and your
people with the tools to thrive in the face of adversity.
I invite you to think about how you can become a
resilient leader for your organization.

Notes
If you would like an insight into your own resilient
leaders elements profile, you can take the free RLE
lite assessment here:



E-mail address
anna.hemmings@beyondthebarriers.co.uk

lite.resilientleaderselements.com
You will receive a profile highlighting:

Website
beyondthebarriers.co.uk

Your strengths
Your areas of development
A challenge to help you hone in your
specific area of resilient leadership
that needs more development


If you are interested in developing
your resilient leadership, we offer
1:1 coaching and we run quarterly
group online programmes, so
please do get in touch!
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Anna Hemmings MBE

Olympian and World Champion Kayaker, Leadership Coach,

Founder of Beyond the Barriers Training Consultancy

Insurtechs, a part

of insurers’ digital
transformation?

Frederik Bisbjerg

Insurtech overview today & placement into the
insurance value chain


Identifying where and how insurtechs can play a
role in the incumbent’s transformation



The insurtech landscape mid-2020

Success criteria for onboarding insurtechs

Given the pace of the market development, it makes
little sense to provide a fully updated and detailed
state-of-insurtech – it does makes sense, however, to
understand the underlying nature of the insurtech
landscape to examine how insurtechs are entering
and affecting the insurance industry.



Insurtechs have long been touted as the future of
insurance and as the disruptors of the industry. In
essence, insurtech is a about using technology
innovations to make the current insurance model
more efficient (Investopedia) and should be seen as a
part of the industry’s development, but to a lesser
degree as disruptors of the industry.


Given the nature of insurance, and the possibilities
data analytics and technology are offering to the
industry, there should be little doubt that the industry
is moving towards becoming a technology industry.


It is therefore only natural that insurers are looking for
ways to reinvent themselves as technology
companies, running corporate-wide digital
transformation project to ensure adjustment to the
changing markets and secure a competitive position
in the future.


This whitepaper demonstrates how insurtechs are
important for the development of the industry, but
also underlines that insurtechs does not address all
challenges faced when creating a future successful
insurer – insurtechs are digital instruments to be used
in the transformation journey, but it’s still with the
incumbent to get the real transformation done.


It explores how to use insurtechs to address current
incumbent pain points and what to look for before
entering a partnership with the insurtechs.
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Executive Director, Digitalization & Innovation

This understanding will provide insurers with a future
outlook and enable the development of adequate
strategic responses – this will also help insurers to
identify if and where insurtechs can fit into the
insurer’s value chain.


More than 75% of total dollar investments are
invested in insurtechs offering products and services
within distribution and a total of 79% of all
investments are in single-line insurtechs.

These two numbers, 75% of investments in products
and services within distribution and 79% of all
investments in single-line insurtechs, combined with
insurtechs’ focus in the insurance value chain (see
below) clearly shows that insurtechs are focusing on
specific areas of the total insurance value chain and
not in creating new, full-fledged insurers.


The insurtechs seems to be zooming in on the areas
that have the
 greatest business and growth
potential and leaving out the less lucrative parts of
the entire insurance value chain which makes
perfectly good business sense. You would only enter
into industry areas with high inertia and potential for
fast improvements.

Besides ensuring technical and operational
integration, the incumbent should also carefully
understand the cultural and organizational changes
required when aligning and redesigning core
processes.


In other words, and put provocatively, insurtechs are
acting as digitally advanced middlemen or brokers –
their disruption primarily lies within customer
experience and service while some leverage on
internet of things to refine pricing and / or improve
service offering (health, home, car, travel).


Most insurtechs greatly rely on the backbone of the
insurer – an important point to make and for
incumbent insurers considering partnerships with
insurtech to be aware about.
Successfully integrating with insurtechs

Following the numbers from Figure 1, it appears that
the structural issues impeding insurers to realize
transformations at scale and speed are not
addressed in particular by the insurtechs in the
market.


Successful transformation of incumbent insurers
requires more than a digital frontend or various,
isolated digital innovations – granted, it may add to
the overall value provided to the customers or
partners, but the underlying structural and process
challenges still exists in the incumbents and still
needs to be redesigned for the insurer to reach the
future virtual and digital state.


As shown later, some insurers are already partnering
with insurtechs and benefiting from improved,
isolated, processes within distribution, sales, policy
servicing and claims management, but very few – if
any – have created a cohesive end-to-end
experience for the customers and partners.


Partnering with an insurtech for a specific element of
the value chain still leaves it with the incumbent
insurer to realign, adjust and connect surrounding
processes in an effort to create a complete
customer-oriented solution.
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As mentioned, it does make good sense for
incumbent insurers to look towards insurtechs for
partnerships, as a partnership can fast-track the
digital development process. Apart from being aware
of the organizational changes required to make the
partnership work as discussed earlier, it is beneficial
to create a gap analysis to evaluate existing
competences against competences required to
deliver on the insurer’s overall strategic direction and
targets.


While looking at the elements in the value chain, and
apart from identifying the gaps, noting down current
pain points can detail the requirements for an
insurtech partnership further.


A starting exercise can be mapping the insurer
against the ‘three-speed’ insurer model to have a
point of departure in defining the gaps and
requirements for an insurtech partnership, followed
by identification of current pain points throughout the
value chain.
The three speeds of insurers
Insurers can broadly be divided into three different
categories, reflecting their current digital strategy and
ability to react fast to changes in the market from
both users and competitors/partners.

You can fill out Table 3 on the next page to get an
idea of how fast your insurer is capable of reacting to
market changes.


Both internal factors as well as external factors are
evaluated as external factors plays an important role
in an insurer’s commercial success and viability.


Process change refers to the ease of changing
internal processes within the insurer, such as claims
services, approval processes etc.


An important part of innovation in insurance is to offer
a seamless and very fast experience for the users,
which requires the incumbent insurers to change
their existing processes – this will not be a significant
issue for Insurtechs due to their startup nature and
very short decision processes.


Innovative incumbents acknowledge this need and
change their internal procedures to accommodate
this – but they are still far from the nimbleness and
flexibility of the insurtechs because the innovative
incumbents require the innovations to be integrate
with existing systems and processes.



The organizational agility is depending on the formal
hierarchical structure and numbers of approval nodes
each change request must pass before finally
approved and ready to implement.


Insurtechs have a flat structure with very few formal
approval nodes which means they’re able to approve
and begin implementation of changes almost
immediately, where laggards are at the opposite end
of the spectrum, being slowed down by a large
number of approval nodes and longlasting approval
processes and management committees to be taking
into oath before proceeding.


The innovative insurers are placed in between, again
because they’ve realized the need for agility and
adjusted internal structures and processes to
accommodate this somewhat.


The level of an insurer’s digital flexibility is based on
how open and flexible the IT systems, especially the
customer facing systems, are.


The laggards are basing their development almost
purely on legacy IT systems which most often are
inflexible monolithic structures, making it a long
process to carry out changes, let alone introduce new
products and functionalities.



The rationale behind product changes (agility) is
similar to the process change described above but
needs to be treated separately as some products and
services can be integrated at arm’s length and thus
require less integration and internal adjustments to
work.



Innovative insurers have typically been through one
or more digital transformation projects making them
far nimbler than laggards in terms of IT connectivity
and development, but they still lag behind the
insurtechs who have full control of each and every bit
in their digital control room.



Organizational agility is the insurer’s ability to react on
changes, internal as well as external, and
 is
generally an indication of how fast the organization
can get projects approved and begin implementing
them. It’s also an indicator for how fast the projects
can be implanted once approved.

It takes cutting edge talent to drive innovation
through, regardless of company and industry, and
here again the Insurtechs are in front as they wouldn’t
have been insurtechs if not highly competent people
got together to create the insurer.
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These two numbers, 75% of investments in products
and services within distribution and 79% of all
investments in single-line insurtechs, combined with
insurtechs’ focus in the insurance value chain (see
below) clearly shows that insurtechs are focusing on
specific areas of the total insurance value chain and
not in creating new, full-fledged insurers.


The insurtechs seems to be zooming in on the areas
that have the
 greatest business and growth
potential and leaving out the less lucrative parts of
the entire insurance value chain which makes
perfectly good business sense. You would only enter
into industry areas with high inertia and potential for
fast improvements.

Innovative incumbents are partly innovative and
forward-reaching because they’ve managed to hire
the right key talent to develop their new digital
universe, but even the best talent is bogged down by
the existing organizational structures and processes,
reducing their ability to impact fully.


Even laggards with exceptional talent will find it
difficult to perform due to the organizational
structures and systems as discussed earlier.


Given this, it’s furthermore unlikely that they’re able to
attract the right talent and in right numbers as the
right talent is focused on deliveries which is too
complex in laggard insurance companies.


The presence of talent, and the insurer’s willingness
to invest, is key to determine the insurers’ level of
innovation.



Following the numbers from Figure 1, it appears that
the structural issues impeding insurers to realize
transformations at scale and speed are not
addressed in particular by the insurtechs in the
market.


Successful transformation of incumbent insurers
requires more than a digital frontend or various,
isolated digital innovations – granted, it may add to
the overall value provided to the customers or
partners, but the underlying structural and process
challenges still exists in the incumbents and still
needs to be redesigned for the insurer to reach the
future virtual and digital state.


As shown later, some insurers are already partnering
with insurtechs and benefiting from improved,
isolated, processes within distribution, sales, policy
servicing and claims management, but very few – if
any – have created a cohesive end-to-end
experience for the customers and partners.


Partnering with an insurtech for a specific element of
the value chain still leaves it with the incumbent
insurer to realign, adjust and connect surrounding
processes in an effort to create a complete
customer-oriented solution.
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Laggards don’t possess the talent and cannot have
an innovation strategy due to their choice on building
evolutionary on existing IT systems, where innovative
incumbents very much have an innovation strategy as
this is the basis for their future development.


The delivery on the innovation strategy is still not as
fast as with the Insurtechs for the.
Mapping current paint points
A quick analysis of the insurer’s current speed and
flexibility, combined with the identification of current
pain points, sets the basis for understanding what
kind of insurtech would add the most value in a
partnership.


Pain points are generally specific processes or
procedures that causes customers – or the
organization – difficulties in getting their job don
whether it is buying a policy from the insurer, filing a
claim or it is bureaucratic red tape stopping marketing
or sales processes required to keep – or establish – a
competitive market position.


A fast and easy way to identify the pain points
throughout the organization is to use the value chain
and for each element write down what is causing
delays, inflexibility, challenges or downright customer
issues.

Business development
An obvious advantage of partnering with a
techsavvy
 professional is the opportunities it
creates for new ways of selling existing products and
introducing new products to the market.


However, as previously discussed, many insurtechs
are building products and services that focuses on
optimizing existing business processes, including
operational efficiency and claims costs savings
(direct as well as indirect through reduction of
operational expenses).


It is often a good idea to identify the pain points with
colleagues to get a more accurate and unbiased view
of the pains throughout the organization – done
alone, the exercise can be biased towards specific
areas that may not be representative for the
organization.


These two small company analyses; the speed of the
insurer and current pain points, provides a great
starting point for understanding how insurtechs can
help in the transformation of the insurer to a virtual
and digital insurer. Next step is to search the
marketplace for insurtech companies that offers
products and services that match the insurer’s
planned transformation journey.
Benefits of partnering with insurtechs
It should already now be clear that partnering with
insurtechs can make very good sense for the insurer
to speed up and improve the digital transformation of
the incumbent. There are at least four distinct
advantages for insurers partnering with insurtechs
that are worth highlighting.

Business development can therefore be both in terms
of increasing revenue through new sales channels or
new products and in terms of improving business
processes and hence reduce operating / claims
costs.
Organizational advancement
It’s important again to underline that successful
integration of an insurtech partner requires significant
adjustments of the insurer’s organization to fully cater
to new processes/products that are introduced
through the partnership.


This is, of course, especially true when the insurtech’s
product is focused on internal process development,
where the full participation of the organization is
required.


When done correctly, these organizational
advancements will lead to a changed organization
with a broader understanding and acceptance of new
and more efficient ways of working.
Creating a future state of business
The organizational changes pave the way for creating
a more advanced organization, capable of dealing
with complex partnerships going forward.


This will not only benefit potential future insurtechs,
but also improve the way the incumbent insurers are
handling their partnerships – the learnings from the
insurtech partnership enables the insurer to revisit
existing agreements with fresh eyes and new ideas
on how to optimize for the future.


The insurtech partnership helps direct the attention
on a future state and a successful integration will
instill a ‘can-do’ attitude in the organization.
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Working with insurtechs creates a source of
continuous learning and organization development,
enabling the insurer to stay competitive going
forward.
Supporting a new breed of companies
Apart from direct business and organizational
benefits, partnering with insurtechs sends a strong
message from the insurer to the market, a message
of being at the forefront of the industry, which
increases the insurer’s ability to attract new talent,
partners and customers.


Furthermore, the insurtech partnership actively
supports the development of the next generation of
insurers and partners, thereby supporting the
development of the industry long into the future the
insurer leaves its mark on the industry.

How to integrate, four basic ways
It’s imperative to understand that this is two very
different worlds: an agile and very ‘modern’
small-business environment and the more
bureaucratic and institutionalized environment of the
incumbent insurer. At some point, these must match
to make the partnership a success and positive vibes
between the partners beforehand will ease this
process.


There are different ways of considering structuring
the partnership between the insurer and the
insurtech, all of which have different advantages and
disadvantages to consider – and the be aware of
when the partnership ‘hits the insurer’s organization.

Will all insurtechs do?
There are several areas the incumbent insurer should
be aware of before venturing into a partnership with
an insurtech.


The insurtech must be a real new technology service
/product provider and partnering with them should
demonstrate a clear business leap for the insurer, as
opposed to an incremental change.


Incremental changes and improvements are required
and should be part of any company’s ongoing
improvement programs, but to reap the benefits
discussed above, the insurtech must offer a truly
innovative leap for the insurer.


Partnering with the insurtech should match the
company’s current strategic direction – or actively be
part of a new strategic direction set by the
management.


It makes little sense to spend time, money and
organizational effort to partner with an insurtech if
the partnership will not take the incumbent insurer a
great step towards the set strategic targets.


Following the discussion on organizational learning
and culture, it’s an extreme benefit if there’s a people
/ culture match even before the partnership is agreed
upon.
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Arm’s length
Partnering with an insurtech and managing the
relationship at arm’s length makes it little more than
an external distribution partner or an outsourced
claims management function. It is very easy for the
insurer to administer as there will be minimal
disturbance and interruption of the daily operations,
processes and organization.


The ‘Arm’s length’ will have very limited transformation
effect on the insurer.

Satellite integration
A high level of systems integration with little
organizational integration is typical for insurtechs that
connects to the insurer via APIs or utilizing the
insurer’s microservices for a specific set of
transactions.


In this scenario there will be little organizational red
tape, but some IT challenges can be expected as the
IT unit must work and integrate with the insurtech.

To be successful, the targets and goals must be
interconnected, so the teams and units will be
depending on each other to achieve them. This will
initially force collaboration that over time, if managed,
will reduce the cultural tensions – working towards
the same target is a strong motivator.


A fast way of setting up a framework for target and
goal setting is to use the principles from the balanced
scorecard , illustrated below.

Partnership
Insurtech partnerships with little systems integration
and high levels of organizational integration typically
relies on the technology from the insurtech and
requires a high level of cooperation and coordination
between the insurtech and the insurer – advanced
use of artificial intelligence for underwriting or fraud
detection could be examples of this, where the
insurer in many cases only need to export simple data
sets for the insurtech’s solution to work with.


This can have quite a few organizational challenges
as the incumbent organization can get the ‘not
invented here’ syndrome and feel the insurtech is
coming and interfering with the daily work.
Inclusion
Integrating the insurtech into the insurer will most
likely be the partnership model with the biggest
return on investment, but at the same time this model
poses the greatest challenges as both systems and
organizations must be included and aligned towards
each other.


It’s safe to say the most significant risk is a clash of
cultures between a well-established, well-regulated,
experienced incumbent insurer and a newly founded,
agile, dynamic and ‘free-of-rules’ insurtech.
Performance Indicators – the

cornerstone of success
The organizational and cultural strain caused by
introducing external parties to the organization – or
simply caused by digital change initiatives – can be
somewhat reduced by creating a set of clearly
articulated targets and goals for the company, the
units, the teams and the individuals.
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One of the major strengths of the balanced scorecard
is that targets are set for the organization as a whole
and then cascaded down to the business units,
teams and individuals. This provides an overview of
how each goal and target is actively supporting the
organization in achieving the end targets.


Given the insurer already have a set of financial
performance targets, the balanced scorecard is used
to set underlying goals for the units working with the
digital transformation and insurtech partnerships, all
aiming at supporting the insurer in reaching the
overall targets.


This approach can further be used to create business
cases for investments and calculate return on
investments, because of the specificity of the targets
and goals required to create a successful balanced
scorecard.


When setting the goals in the scorecard, it can be
defined how investments actively help move the
performance indicators toward the goals and
therefore illustrate the value of the investment.

Final thoughts
Insurtechs are not the only answer to transforming
incumbent insurers into virtual and digital insurers,
but they may be able to play a very important role for
the insurer to achieving the virtual vision.


When embarking on a continuous transformation
journey, it is vital for insurers to keep the overall
picture of the organization, it’s interdependencies,
culture and modus operandi in mind.


For insurers to become agile, virtually and digital
competent organizations, they must ensure proper
adjustment and development of the underlying key
systems, which include organizational structure,
management processes and culture ‘Just’ partnering
with insurtechs or other companies does not make
these challenges disappear – and conquering these
challenges are key for future and sustainable
success.

About the author
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business
 (digital) transformation specialist
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transformations,
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Assure a Strong Future for Insurance Company Core
Processes with the Right IT Solution

The insurance market is highly competitive. Only those insurance companies that score points for speed,
efficiency, and user-friendliness will survive. This
means that insurers must work digitally. And if done
correctly, every step toward a digital infrastructure
can itself bring success. The basic questions for every
insurer are simple: What risks are involved, what premium has to be charged, when does a loss result, and
how much has to be paid out? However, the complexity of the processes behind them is enormous.
In the past, the insurance industry was reluctant to
introduce new technologies. The IT infrastructures
they had developed were simply too cumbersome. The idea that one could completely automate the old IT workflows, immediately submit
individual contract offers, or even process claims
on the same day was nearly unthinkable. But nowadays, this speed is exactly what the customer
demands. More than that, they expect an outstanding customer experience — regardless of time and
place, with little effort and individual attention.
In short, insurers must have a state-of-the-art,
flexible infrastructure for reaching policyholders,
regardless of their location. Only then can this
positive customer experience become a reality.
The automation of existing processes is the basis for
digital transformation within the insurance industry.
Real profits can be made in this way. Many workflows
can be made more efficient with digital technologies.

To use the potential of straight through processing
and digitalization, companies need a partner that
not only understands this complexity, but also
offers a solution that fits into this existing IT and
application landscape via new interfaces. Because
ongoing business operations cannot be interrupted
and activities between IT and various departments
need to be synchronized, an automation strategy
should be guided by thresholds: How many minimum cases are there for one business transaction
and what degree of automation can be achieved?
These parameters provide the roadmap for implementing the automation strategy. All points of contact between interested parties, policyholders, and
the insurer must be completely accessible. Complex
content must be communicated in a way that is easily understandable, and difficult processes must be
designed intuitively. And that preferably without any
waiting times. To achieve this, the entire IT infrastructure strategy must be reassessed — the gradual replacement of individual systems is not enough here.
With a clear vision, an insurer can completely remake itself in a few years‘ time, but to do so, the
solution components must fit together. Otherwise,
the result may be the ruins of failed projects, which
today, unfortunately, is still seen far too often. And
automation is not a cure-all either. It is about using
human intelligence and personnel where real value is
created and customers can be acquired or retained.

www.adesso-insure.de

To this end, all actions that do not meet these conditions should be scrutinized. The basis for this is a
sequence of application services that are sensibly
combined across domain boundaries and controlled by workflow management systems. Fortunately,
success still depends on the level of innovation in
product development, the skillfulness of the sales
organization, and the organization of operational workflows. And by a management that knows
how to maintain good team spirit. But without the
ability to automate, none of this is sufficient.
Technologies such as AI, machine learning, predictive analytics, the Internet of Things, Big Data, and
cloud-based services have led the digital transformation. Many insurers would like to go completely digital, but fear that switching from their
old systems could be too time-consuming and
costly. Yet it is no longer a question of whether or
not one should replace old core systems: It is only
a question of how. A motley zoo of different technologies acts like a brake on IT and innovation.

Efficient is achieved where a new architectural path
is consistently pursued. And ideally, this is based on
technology that offers the broadest possible resource potential available on the market. As an insurer,
I cannot stand out by running after every „bleeding
edge“ framework without having the necessary number of qualified developers. At the same time, technology should not prevent me from implementing
ideas and requirements quickly and economically.
In the in|sure Ecosphere, we have provided, based
on a common technical foundation, all the systems that an insurer needs for their operations.
All software products use the same framework.
For our AI-based products we rely on open source
frameworks, and all cross-divisional specialist
functions are implemented only once and are
available for all in|sure products. This ensures optimal maintainability of the 100% release-capable
systems and fast familiarization — both for our
own developers and those on the customer side.

in|sure Ecosphere includes systems for partner management, policy management, and payment and claims processing, as well as IT solutions for the
commission process and legal reporting

Cloud or On-Premises for Core Systems

Case Study: A Digital Insurer in the Cloud

The well-known advantages of a cloud strategy
include flexibility, scalability, simple data exchange
beyond company and system boundaries, docking of external partners via API as well as the
creation of individual ecosystems. Furthermore,
the shared use of cutting-edge technologies such
as Blockchain, the Internet of Things (IoT), and
artificial intelligence (AI) is possible. Most cloud
service providers use a simple fee structure. The
customers pay per user and time unit, or billing is
done on the basis of API calls or processor times.

Provinzial NordWest was looking for a partner
for its new digital commercial insurance company andsafe who could supply everything from a
single source, from insurance systems to frontend development and operational management,
and who would also assume overall responsibility for these processes. adesso insurance
solutions was able to rise to this challenge, take
over responsibility for this entire project — in
compliance with the customer‘s wishes — and
was able to deliver all the necessary systems for
setting up a new insurance company. The tools it
used were in|sure General Policy, in|sure General
Claims, in|sure Partner, in|sure Product Manager, in|sure Paytras, and in|sure Commission.

On-premises, on the other hand, means independence: The license holder buys or rents software
and operates it under their own responsibility within
their own computer center (on-premises). In addition
to the purchase and operating costs, maintenance
fees must be considered as well. Customer-specific
adjustments or developments can be performed
independently. However, additional costs arise for
the special service providers required to do this.
The offers from cloud service providers are often less
expensive than on-premises operations. On the other
hand, license fees are due when using the cloud,
while in the case of on-premises operations, the proportionate amount of work required for maintenance
must be considered. Our tip: Since the calculated
costs remain constant with annual cloud solutions,
it is worth doing a direct comparison over a longer
period of observation. In the end, the insurance
company must consider all these factors in order to
make a solid decision. These are costs, area of use,
strategy, and compliance. Due to compliance reasons, it may be necessary to perform a precise risk
assessment before a cloud project can be started.
Due to the number of options, a predefined cloud
strategy is an absolute must for every insurance
company when deciding between cloud or onpremises options. The goal is to precisely define
all processes and data that are to be migrated to
the cloud, now and in the future, in keeping with
compliance requirements. With our in|sure Ecosphere, the choice is yours. This is because our systems can be used on-premises or in the cloud.

A major challenge was the ambitious timeline
of six months for creating a new digital commercial insurance company by means of the
greenfield strategy. Not only did the new systems and existing peripheral systems have to
be interlinked, the team consisting of various
adesso Group companies and external partners
also had to grow together within a short period of time, working smoothly hand in hand.
On a technical level, andsafe does not build on
a traditional data center, but instead obtains all
the necessary services from the Amazon Cloud.
For example, the digital commercial insurer has
virtual data centers that can be flexibly adapted
to current needs and are always state-of-the-art.
This enables andsafe to achieve a completely
new pace of development. It is possible to have
new features go live nearly overnight. Within
six months, adesso insurance solutions had set
up the core IT for a new insurance company,
including a fully cloud-based application landscape. That is to say, the insurance infrastructure
was plug-and-play straight from the socket.

www.adesso-insure.de

To build our digital commercial insurer, we were looking for an all-rounder experienced in the sector, with specialized and technological leadership competence. adesso is diversified in all technology areas of relevance to us, and was able to offer us the necessary IT services under one
roof. An important criterion for us was adessoʼs readiness to assume overall responsibility for the technical and creative implementation.“
Dr. Thomas Niemöller – IT Director at Provinzial NordWest

Über adesso insurance solutions
The software company adesso insurance solutions,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of the listed company
adesso SE, develops and implements standard software for the insurance industry. The Dortmund-based
company bundles release-capable standard software
products on the in|sure platform. In addition, it offers software and service solutions for the takeover of
technical business processes on behalf of customers.
All in|sure products cover an insurance company‘s core
processes. They may be used as part of the entire application landscape in|sure Ecosphere or as individual,
customizable components that can be combined with
one another. The in|sure Ecosphere includes systems
for partner management, policy management, and
payment and claims processing, as well as IT solutions
for the commission process and legal reporting.
In addition, adesso insurance solutions offers a
system which allows for software-assisted data migration and self-learning AI that automates processes without causing interruptions in systems.

Your contact person
Karsten Schmitt
Head of Business Development
T +49 163 7309596
E karsten.schmitt@adesso-insurance-solutions.de
www.adesso-insure.de
adesso insurance solutions GmbH
Adessoplatz 1
44269 Dortmund, Germany

The eSi-Mobile App

Leading Swiss Insurance
brings Digitalization to
the Next Level

earlybyte

Mobile App for Change

Transparent process
A claim is a frustrating event for the customer
and the long and complex procedure adds to the
problem. From a customer’s point of view, the insurance company’s process is not easy to follow
and not as transparent as expected. Furthermore, the reporting of the case is inconsistent
and therefore not plausible. In addition, the case
documentation needs to be done in different
steps and places which lowers the efficiency.
Baloise Insurance was looking for a digital
solution, which enables a consistent and
transparent process for the claims inspector as
well as the client. That’s when the idea of the
eSi-Mobile App was born. The app was
developed in collaboration with Earlybyte and
brought a variety of advantages for Baloise,
which can also be applied to other companies.

Effortless Communication
The client is informed and involved from the
beginning and can easily follow the whole
process. Furthermore, the craftsmen are called
up through the app and the payment is executed
automatically, which leads to little to no effort for
the client. Finally, the client can review the
document on the spot thanks to the direct and
transparent communication.
Innovative Drive for Solutions
The Baloise Insurance was able to prove that
they’re a modern and innovative insurance
company by going a step further in digitalization.
The app can also be adapted into other markets
of the company, e.g. in Belgium. In addition, the
insurance is able to work more efficiently by

investing more time into conversations with their
clients and wasting less time on paperwork.
Roland Saxer, leader Claims Property and
Marine, explained that the eSi-Mobile App
proves the innovative drive of Baloise Insurance.
He further explains that they can prove to their
clients and employees that they can find
solutions which work out for everyone involved.

„

With the eSi-Mobile App
we can prove our clients
and employees that we
find solutions which work
out for everyone and that
we are an innovative
insurance company.

„

The power of digitalization: Baloise Insurance
and Earlybyte collaborated in 2020 and
iteratively developed the eSi-Mobile App. The
app shows the importance of digitalization for
insurances, the advantages of working with a
start-up company and the possibilities that come
from an everchanging, digital and agile
environment.

Roland Saxer, Head of Claims Property
and Marine at Baloise Insurance

Earlybyte is a start-up specialized in digitalization and
individual software solutions. The company was founded
by five IT-specialists in 2018 and is based in Winterthur,
Switzerland. By now, five more employees have joined
the company and their philosophy “don’t be late – be
lean” has come into full effect. The companies vision is to
enable the pioneers of tomorrow with innovative and
user-centric software.
Earlybyte was able to celebrate various successes with
the eSi-Mobile App, which was developed for their client
Baloise Insurance. They won the 3rd place in “Swiss
Insurance Innovation Award” (award for innovative
projects in the insurance sector in Switzerland) and
qualified for one of the fifty best apps in Switzerland in
2020.

„

The enhanced efficiency and customer service
as well as the 3rd place in “Swiss Insurance
Innovation Award” and the qualification for one
of the fifty best apps in Switzerland all prove the
same: Investing in innovation and working with
start-up companies pay off.

„

We got together for inspiring
hackathons where we
worked on identifying the
best possible solution.
Mike Schälchli, CEO and Founder at
Earlybyte GmbH

„

Improvement In Efficiency
A transparent cost sheet is available in real time
in order to finish the documentation on the spot,
including the signature. The documentation is
consistent all over Switzerland, it’s easier to find
needed information and interchange orders.
Only one tool is needed to keep track of the
damages and it’s simple to operate (onehanded-mode).
Mischa Wanger, claims inspector at Baloise
Insurance, explains how the app has greatly
improved his way of working: “I am able to work
more transparently and personally with our
clients, which is also greatly appreciated by
them. I don’t have to do as much paperwork as
before, since the post-editing is not necessary
anymore. Everything is just more consistent and
easier.”

I am able to work more
transparently and personally
with our clients.

„

Mischa Wanger, Claims Inspector at Baloise
Insurance

Iterative Collaboration
As the many advantages above have shown, it’s
a great idea to start investing in digitalization
and work with start-up companies. The
collaboration with Earlybyte started in an
iterative way. The two partners brainstormed,
got together for inspiring hackathons and
worked on identifying the best possible solution.
Various features got tested and evaluated in real
life and were then adapted in the next step –
resulting in the eSi-Mobile App, which allows for
consistent, transparent and fast documentation
and a more costumer-based way of working.

The Baloise Group is more than just a traditional
insurance company. The changing security, safety and
service needs of society in the digital age lie at the heart
of its business activities. The 7,600 or so employees of
Baloise therefore focus on the wishes of their customers.
The best possible customer service, combined with
innovative products and services, makes Baloise the first
choice for people who want to feel ‘simply safe’. Located
at the heart of Europe, with its head office in Basel, the
Baloise Group is a provider of prevention, pension,
assistance and insurance solutions. Its core markets are
Switzerland, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg. In
Switzerland, with Baloise Bank SoBa, the Group also
operates as a specialised financial services provider,
offering a combination of insurance and banking services.
The Group offers innovative pension products to retail
customers throughout Europe from its competence centre
in Luxembourg. Bâloise Holding Ltd shares are listed in the
main segment of the SIX Swiss Exchange.

Meet the Team
In 2018 Mike Schälchli founded the Swiss
start-up Earlybyte with four friends from his
studies in Software Engineering. He’s always
working on the best solutions for the clients,
his employees and himself. There is no status
quo he won't challenge to unlock full potential.
Mike Schälchli, CEO and Founder at Earlybyte GmbH
mike.schaelchli@earlybyte.ch

Roland Saxer joined Baloise in 2005 as a Trainee.
After several positions in different lines of business he
took over the responsibility of the Claims Property and
Marine department. Together with the team he aims to
improve claims processes every day – with a clear
focus on the customer.
Roland Saxer, Head of Claims Property and Marine at Baloise Insurance
roland.saxer@baloise.ch

Insurtech in
Europe: 2020

in review

Florian Graillot

Founding partner, Astorya.vc

In 2020, €600m+ was invested in European InsurTech
startups, which is a 25% YoY drop from €800€+.


Interestingly, COVID-19 had little to do with the drop
in funding. The lack of German megarounds from
2019 was the main cause of the shrink of insurtech in
Germany (€460m to €95m). The growth in other
European countries didn’t manage to fill the gap.


Certainly, the numbers could have been better if
covid-19 didn’t impact the VC/ startups space with 3
combined trends: (i) several startups didn’t manage
to raise money due to poor KPI and/or shift among
VCs from doing new deals into focusing on portfolio
companies, (ii) others waited for a better market
timing before kicking-off a new fundraising round, (iii)
a few raised money but didn’t announce the round
yet, waiting for a quiet moment to get more
visibility.


To help you get a comprehensive view of the
European insurtech scene, we are happy to provide
you with further details on deals done in 2020. Based
on astorya.io's market watch tool, every deal
announced was spotted and analyzed, to build this
report. You will find usual KPIs by size and countries,
and a business-oriented analysis alongside the
insurance value chain.
Key KPI

In 2020, insurtech funding is democratizing. 20 more
deals closed in 2020 (75) than in 2019 (55), which
gives a 36% YoY increase in the number of deals.


Median deal size decreased, meaning that more small
deals have happened in 2020. 2019 was dominated
by two >€100m fundraising megarounds of German
insurtechs Wefox Group (€221m) and Friday (€128m),
which drove the numbers of 2019. Subtracting these
deals from the calculation, gives us a 2019 average
deal size of €9m vs €8.4m in 2020.
Split of insurtech deals

In 2020 it took 8 companies to secure 50% of
funding, while the top 3 gathered “only” 30%. In 2019
50% of funds were secured by only 3 top startups
(Wefox, Friday, Ottonova).


Interesting to see Alan and Luko both raising 50m€
and both reaching 100k customers in 2020. We
shouldn’t forget though that they have two different
business models. Alan is a licensed insurance
company, therefore a risk carrier and it’s business
model is based on underwriting profitability. Luko is
an insurance MGA (agent) selling policies of an
established carrier, hence its revenues are
commissions on policies sold.
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Split per country

Split per maturiy
Great news! (Pre-)series A deals grew in number and
proportion, with 30+ deals below €3m for ~€50m in
total. Bad news. We still need more very early stage
funding, from angels, VCs and corporates!


Also check out our list of every investor that was
active in the European insurtech space last year.
Perspective for 2021

Although Germany has a few well established
insurtechs, its entire ecosystem seems limited and
undiversified (9 deals in 2019, 8 in 2020) compared to
the UK (21, 29) and France (14, 17). What causes this
conservatism in insurtech investments?


Bravo to the UK for doubling its insurtech funding
YoY! Bravo to the rest of Europe for a nice increase
(+44%), esp. Sweden and Spain! High five to France
for maintaining its numbers!
Split alongside the value chain

Beyond the investment activity that will happen this
year - more or fewer deals than last year? smaller or
bigger rounds? - insurtech startups' activity will have
to be monitored closely. As a seed investor, we have
spotted a few trends that may keep growing in the
coming months:


Starting with insurtech positioning, we anticipate
more startups will seek the insurance licence. It
started with Zego that was the first insurtech startup
in Europe to move up from MGA to licensed player at
the end of 2019. And more recently Getsafe
announced it was under the process to get a license
too.


Another trend that we see surging on the market:
platforms are progressively considering offering
insurance as part of their customer journey. Hence,
insurance may increasingly be embedded. In late
2020, Qover announced it was embedded into
Revolut, and earlier the online driving school Ornikar
announced its project to distribute car insurance.
With a huge market opportunity (see here) we might
see more platforms adding insurance to their offer.



It’s great to see that distribution is leaving a bit of
space to other parts of the value chain, which are
often more tech savvy and have more impact on
corporate development. In 2019, they took over 75%
of funding, down to 59% in 2020.


Insurtechs building insurance products and
underwriting models grew from 6% cumulatively in
2019 to 20% in 2020, which made us split them into
two separate categories. As mentioned in astorya.io
half-year review, our belief is that this growth is due
to the significant growth of funding in the UK, the
capital of actuarial talents.


Claim insurtechs up to 12% from 9% in 2019.
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Ultimately, after a first insurtech wave mainly focused
on personal lines and mendatory products, more
startups are now targeting SME - either with a direct
to consumer or b2b2c approach - and we believe
new risks (weather, business outage, cyber, etc) will
remain an exciting opportunity for new players
entering the insurtech space.

How to enable better, faster and smarter
customer service experiences with
Conversational AI.
In an unprecedented short time scope, artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming the insurance
industry to create the ultimate customer goal - convenience - with extreme efficiency and
scalability. Before AI technology, getting a personalized insurance plan, requesting immediate
assistance and resolving claims within seconds sounded impossible. And while AI has been
implemented successfully in many other industries as well, there is no doubt that AI will play a
crucial role in the digitization of the insurance sector as well.

Approximately, 98% of insurance executives believe that
cognitive computing will play a disruptive role in the insurance
industry in the upcoming years. (Deloitte)

While there is great potential in the power of AI, there are also reasons to be cautious about the
right AI technology as the quality of solution providers varies greatly. The following pages are
dedicated to shedding light on the challenges and opportunities of Conversational AI in the
insurance industry and best practices.

Challenges of the insurance industry.
While insurances are traditionally risk-averse, they now have to adapt to changing customer
expectations. With the emergence of new platforms, consumer habits and the ways they are
interacting with companies is changing. Customers now expect round-the-clock service on all
channels delivered with speed, reliability and accuracy.
Recent studies show that customer experience management does not show the desired success if
companies do not provide excellent customer service and solve customers’ problems quickly.
Other potential setbacks are lack of data quality and privacy issues. Therefore, it is important to
integrate AI products with a proven track record in insurance and meet the quality standards.

Opportunities of Conversational AI.
Thanks to AI and chatbots, insurers can scale their customer service. Scalability is a key
differentiator in digital transformation, enabling established insurers to keep up with new
competitors. The majority of incoming requests are first-level and can be easily automated via AIbased chatbot. These questions otherwise not only cause high costs but leave customers waiting
for hours or days for a reply. Here, AI chatbots can reduce costs by routing customers to the
correct website and conducting intelligent conversations with millions of customers at the same
time.
While the customers preferred channels vary, the AI platform from e-bot7 for example ensures a
consistent customer service across any channel, device or platform. This drastically reduces
waiting times for customers and increases customer satisfaction. This way, insurers can scale their
customer service volume and offer a better customer experience 24/7, while reducing costs.

“Chatbot Lizzy from e-bot7 is now one of our best service
agents because 35% of the customers who chat with Lizzy
make the deal. And not only that: thanks to Lizzy, our customer
satisfaction has also increased significantly!"
Miriam Dieser, Head of Content at HDI Insurances

Best practices for insurers.

HowHDIautomatedleadgenerationwithachatbot.
As one of Germany’s leading insurers, HDI was facing changes in customer expectations and
wanted to make their customer service processes more scalable and efficient. HDI integrated the
hybrid solution from e-bot7 on their website. Thanks to Chatbot Lizzy, the customer is able to
add another driver to their existing insurance policy quickly and directly via chat. The process is
fully automated, so HDI did not have to allocate any internal resources. Chatbot Lizzy is now one
of HDI’s best service agents with 35% of the customers extending their insurance policy via chat.
With Chatbot Lizzy, HDI is able to offer its customers an outstanding customer experience with
maximum flexibility and answer customer requests around the clock.

98%
Automation rate

35%
Conversion rate

Howmailoimprovedtheircustomerexperiencewith
ConversationAI.
As a digital insurer, mailo wanted to implement a chatbot to improve the user experience on
their website and guide customers to the requested information within seconds. Their goal was
to make it as easy as possible for their customers to find the right information and simplify
complicated processes without having to browse through the whole website. mailo integrated
the e-bot7 AI platform to automate customer requests via Chatbot. Chatbot MIA is prominently
placed on their homepage and welcomes all visitors and lets them choose between different
topics. If users want to express a different issue, the bot offers free text input as well. Chatbot
MIA is online 24/7 without additional resources and automatically answers 98.5% of all incoming
requests regarding insurance and damage reports.

200%
Traffic increase

98%
Automation rate

The next-generation Conversational AI
platform.
The key to automating customer conversations is a suitable AI solution. e-bot7’s leading
Conversational AI platform can be integrated on all channels and in any language. You can get
started within a few minutes thanks to plug & play technology. The solution can be controlled
directly from the business unit and, thanks to its simplicity, not only supports the specialists
but also the agents. While customers' preferred channels vary, our AI solution ensures
consistent customer service. This allows insurers to scale their customer service volume and
provide a better customer experience 24/7 while reducing costs.
Our system analyses incoming messages, forwards
them to the right department and equips support
agents with smart reply suggestions during the
operational business. Our AI is constantly learning
and supports employees with automated answers
and processes. The NLP is constantly optimized
during operation so that more and more requests
can be processed more efficiently. This reduces the
average processing time by up to more than 80%.
Find more information about our technology here.

We were looking for an innovative and interactive way to
integrate a chatbot into our sales process. We found that with
e-bot7!
Miriam Dieser, Head of Content at HDI Insurances

Transforming our society
through our customers

Our society is changing rapidly, in just one
decade the technological landscape has
drastically changed. Society has started to
merge the physical and online worlds with
new technology, new implementations, and
this transition has impacted different
industries around the world.
Virtual reality has revolutionized the gaming
industry. The Internet of things has
transformed the home appliance industry.
Thomas Edison would be amazed by what
simple lightbulbs can do nowadays.
Insurance companies are known for their

solid and traditional protocols, but facing a
new generation of customers, partners,
agents, and employees, that crave digital
experiences, can be hectic for Insurers.
The banking industry has faced several
digital challenges already, Crypto Currencies
like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and many more
represent a new challenge to banks.
The interaction with more digital and
selective customers brings opportunities for
improvement and disadvantages for those
who can't keep up with progress.

PROBLEM
Building a platform, application or even a
portal/website can be time-consuming and
expensive if you don't have the resources. In
a constantly changing world some
companies like insurers or banks, have a
short time to develop and deploy solutions to
be competitive in the market.
Customers look for a digital experience and
nowadays you don't compete only within
your own industry but with the rest of the
world.

If you have paper-based transactions your
customers will ask “Why this other company
let me do everything online or digitally?”
Being perceived as an obsolete competitor in
this decade can mean a serious competitive
disadvantage for any company.

Digital
Transformation?

If you don't have a mobile application,
customers will ask “Why you don’t have one
when everybody else does?”.

Following our values, we bring top QUALITY products and services that
make us a RELIABLE and TRUSTWORTHY partner for our customers.
We are passionate about technology and digital transformation. We
bring it closer to our customers with LEADING INNOVATION.
WHO ARE WE? Founded in 2011, we

became one of the first software houses
capable of providing service to the insurance
industry in Thailand. Since then AppMan
specialized in this complex industry, partnering
with the top insurers, banks, and brokers.
At AppMan, the products and services we
develop will help you go through the digital
transformation process with confidence and

a steady pace. The way we will transform our
society is through our customers, helping
them to digitally renovate and improve
themselves.
AppMan Company Ltd. has been a promoter
of digital transformation since 2011, and 2020
has strengthened our mission to transform
our society in an effective and sustainable
way.

OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
e-Application /
e-Submission
e-Signature, Payment, and
Policy in one application.
Are you ready to sell?

Financial Needs Analysis
Understand the needs of
your prospects with ease

Remote
E-Application
All the features to
enable remote
selling

E-Quotation
Generate e-Quotations in seconds
Unit-Linked Simulator
A unique tool that helps you
illustrate and explain these
products

Automated Underwriting
Simplify the task of
underwriters by enhancing
underwriting rules
automations

Product Configurator
No charges, no waiting, simply create
and modify your new products

BE
THERE
FOR
YOUR
CUSTOMERS IN THEIR HARD
TIMES, CLAIMMATE

Moments of truth are what consolidates the
experience of a customer with a company;
claims are the most relevant moment of
truth for a insurance customer.
Digi Claim Solution
For Car Dry Claims. Open a direct channel
between your customer and the Claim Analyst
to solve the claim in a matter of minutes.

We help you shine during the claim and bring
your customer an experience they will like to
talk about.

WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS?
We are still experts on the insurance industry,
but AppMan’s expertise, products, services
and technology, can be applied to many
other industries like health/hospitals,
government, financial institutions, tourism
and many more.

In 2019, AppMan entered the markets of
Indonesia and Vietnam with registered
companies and a strong operation to serve
customers world wide. We also partnered
with companies that provide RPA solutions to
expand our reach and strengthen our
products.

“Customer service is not an activity, a role or job description. We consider
our partners in every action, step and process we perform.

Offices:
www.appman.co.th
contact@appman.co.th

Follow us, with
LinkedIn QR Code

”

Insider stories featuring
InsurTech Entrepreneurs,
Thought Leaders and Investors
Asia InsurTech Podcast is the platform to promote innovation
and discuss the influence of technology on the insurance market,
actively shaping the industry by communicating compelling
insider stories. We delve deeply into what is being done in Asia to
innovate and accelerate the insurance industry.

www.asiainsurtechpodcast.com
hello@asiainsurtechpodcast.com

A smart gamechanger
GROHE Sense Water Security reduces water damage costs by

over 70% and the end-to-end solution enables hassle-free

roll-out by insurers.
Transformation in the insurance sector: Proactive
damage prevention brings unprecedented
benefits to insurers.



Still, most insurers are not actively taking measures to
prevent this problem.

GROHE Sense water security system is delivering
a reduction of over 70% in water damage pay
outs.



Water Damage Reduction is our Common Objective

GROHE offers its end-to-end water security
solution to insurers combining its high-quality
products and insurer-tailored services. 

GROHE has established its position as a
transformative force in the European property
insurance by providing a water security solution that
dramatically reduces water damage costs. Water
damage is the biggest risk to homes and the biggest
cost driver across Europe for property insurers.
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GROHE Sense water security system can finally
tackle the largest cost driver in the property
insurance. Automatic water damage recognition,
automatic closure of the main water pipe to eliminate
consequential damages completely and limit the
overall size of the damages to an absolute minimum;
it’s all there today. In future, prediction of water
damages is another function that the new technology
will enable.


Other hazards to property, related to fire or burglary,
have been addressed by smart home devices for a
longer time, and now it’s time to control water
digitally.

Not for the sake of technology, but for the sake of
stopping the constantly accelerating number and
cost of water damages, saving costs for property
owner and insurer, and avoiding the environmental
impact of waste of drinking water.


Since the launch of the concept back in 2017, the
number of properties equipped with the GROHE
Sense system have been continually growing and
detecting water incidents of all levels of severity.
Deployment of devices on a larger scale for a single
insurance partner has clearly confirmed a declining
trend in the occurrence of water damages and a
decrease of water damage pay outs in the protected
houses by more than 70%.

Smart and Data-driven Solutions for the Water

Management of Tomorrow

In case of emergency, a notification is sent to the
smartphone.


A ground-breaking innovation is that the water
consumption is trackable and customers with input of
their water and energy prices receive a statement of
their estimated costs. This not only ensures control of
the valuable resource of water, but also offers the
opportunity to adapt user patterns and to use water
more consciously.


The solution is a real game changer when it comes to
data. Through the deployed systems, GROHE is able
to monitor and analyse the actual data in order to
understand patterns leading to water damage cases.
With this profound knowledge the GROHE Sense
system is constantly improved in order to tackle
issues even before they occur. Selected data
collected by the devices are automatically and
transparently shared with the insurer in a visual
dashboard.

End-to-end Water Security Solution Tailored

to Insurers Enables Effective Roll-out

GROHE’s Sense system comprises two products: The
smart water controller GROHE Sense Guard is directly
installed in the water pipe and tracks any kind of
activity in regard to water consumption, through a
combination of sensors, and in the case of an
irregularity either sends warnings or shuts off the
water supply. 24/7 water security, without any human
actions required.


The water sensor GROHE Sense detects leaking
water, tracks temperature and humidity and alerts
automatically when the numbers exceed the
user-defined thresholds.


The GROHE Sense app lets users monitor and control
the system from anywhere, and at any time, providing
the maximum level of security:
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GROHE’s end-to-end solution consists of six steps
necessary to bring the program to life. In selection
service, GROHE data experts analyse and select
customers and properties most suitable for the
program.
Acquisition
service
provides
a
high-performing and tested direct marketing
campaign, customized to the insurer brand identity.
The deliveries of pre-installation and installation
services are an installation appointment that suits to
the end user, and a high-quality installation executed
by a certified installer. Afterwards, the GROHE
customer support takes over all product-related
questions and issues, and pro-actively ensures that
the installed devices remain active throughout the
entire lifetime. Thus, the whole operation and
customer handling is covered by one strategic
partner: GROHE.

GROHE’s outstanding expertise with its end-to-end
solution are a guarantee to insurers that they can
start benefiting from the program without
unexpected obstacles along the way and that their
end customers’ satisfaction is at the centre of every
element in the process.


The insurance company is activated only in an event
of a claim. Even though the number and severity of
claims will be dramatically reduced, they cannot be
eliminated yet.

Start with your Preventive Water

Security Program now!
These numbers show that something

previously considered impossible can

now be sorted. How much longer can

you afford to wait before you get

started with preventive water

security at your company?
Claus Kurt Nielsen

Leader, Business Development

SenseGuard, GROHE

Information and contact
insurer@grohe.com
insurer.grohe.com
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Which AI Technologies
Are Most Valuable for
P&C Personal Lines?
Artificial intelligence technologies are everywhere.
The great leap forward in AI over the past decade has
come along with an explosion of new tech
companies, AI deployment across almost every
industry sector, and AI capabilities behind the scenes
in billions of intelligent devices around the world.
What does all of this mean for the personal lines
insurance sector? SMA answers this question in a
new research report, “AI in P&C Personal Lines:
Insurer Progress, Plans, and Predictions.”


The first step toward answering this question is to
understand that AI is a family of interrelated
technologies, each with its own potential use cases
and insurance implications. The key technologies
relevant for P&C insurance are machine learning,
computer vision, robotic process automation, user
interaction technologies, natural language
processing, and voice technologies.[1] It’s a challenge
to sort through all these technologies, the InsurTech
and incumbent providers that offer AI-based
solutions, and where each insurer will benefit most
from applying AI.


The overall value rankings indicate that user
interaction technologies fueled by AI are at the top of
the list for personal lines insurers. Every insurer has
activity underway, mostly by leveraging chatbots for
interactions with policyholders and agents or using
machine learning for guided data collection during the
application process. Insurers see high potential for
transformation in policy servicing, billing, and claims –
areas where routine interactions can be automated.


Robotic process automation is in broad use across
personal lines, although the RPA technology is viewed
by many as more tactical.


There is high value related to streamlining operations
and reducing costs, but most wouldn’t put it in the
innovative category. Machine learning and computer
vision have great potential for personal lines in both
underwriting and claims.
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The combination of computer vision and ML
technologies applied to aerial imagery is already
becoming a common way to provide property
characteristics and risk scores for underwriting.
Likewise, images from satellites, fixed-wing aircraft,
and drones are frequently used for NATCAT
situations. And AI technologies will be increasingly
applied to these images for response planning.


There are many other examples. But for the purposes
of this blog, the main question – which technologies
are most valuable – has been answered. AI-based UI
technologies, ML, and computer vision demonstrate
the best combination of high value today and
transformation potential for the long-term.


But perhaps the more important question is not which
technologies are valuable, but rather where AI
technologies are most valuable in the enterprise. The
short answer is that there are so many potential value
levers and so many unique aspects to different
business areas and lines of business that it is difficult
to select just a couple of high-value areas.


That said, it is relatively apparent that underwriting
and claims both present major opportunities, and
activities are already underway there. There are great
possibilities for AI in inspections, property
underwriting, triage, fraud, CAT management,
automated damage assessment, predictive reserving,
and other specific areas.


There is no shortage of opportunities for AI in
personal lines. Fortunately, there are increasing
numbers of tech solutions in the market and growing
expertise in the industry involving AI technologies and
how to apply them.


Ultimately, we expect to see a pervasive use of AI
technologies throughout the insurance industry.
Some will become table stakes. Others will define the
winners in the new era of insurance.

The way we work has changed.
That's why at Talent Garden we offer a flexible, safe and secure work environment to
help your ideas, business and team grow and thrive. Talent Garden offers an
unprecedented combination of creative coworking campuses, an internal educational
institution, corporate transformation programs and industry-driven events to connect
tech talents. Our mission is to create local, vibrant, globally-connected campuses that
empower digital and tech communities.
Come join the biggest community of digital and tech professionals in Europe.

Discover our memberships:
Talent Garden Austria
Liechtensteinstraße 111-115, 1090 Vienna
www.talentgarden.com
vienna@talentgarden.at
+43 664 1577592

Unlock the full
potential of any
distribution channel
WeGroup is a Belgian Insurtech company that helps insurance providers to make a better connection with
their growing group of digital customers. This is done via Louise, a 24/7 virtual assistant that combines
data analytics and robotic automation to make sure clients are serviced faster, better and more personal.
Because of this innovative approach, WeGroup has won over 15 international insurance and technology
awards and serves clients such as insurance companies, intermediaries and banks all over Europe.

“ Thanks to Louise, we
are able to focus on
what really matters:
our clients

Digitalize yourself
hello@wegroup.be

at www.wegroup.be

Today’s
challenges
Looking at insurance markets
anywhere in the world, we
immediately recognize similar
challenges.
Primarily, inefficiency. Various processes are
cumbersome and lead to time-consuming
operations and high overhead costs. On top of
this, customer satisfaction. Let’s be honest,
nobody wakes up in the morning and says,
“today is my insurance day”. How to increase
customer interaction and the quality of
customer experience is therefore high on the
agenda of any insurance professional.
Ultimately, most insurance players are
suffering from a substandard use of available
technology. Using outdated IT infrastructures
or being unable to leverage data potential,
this issue definitely causes headaches in
boardrooms all over the globe. A future-proof
solution should address all of the above. Enter
WeGroup.

Louise, the virtual
assistant
WeGroup has developed Louise, a 24/7 virtual
assistant and digital insurance platform.
By bringing advanced data analytics and
process automation together with the art of
customer experience in a front and back office
application, WeGroup proves to be in the
vanguard of insurance innovation in Europe.
The technology offers insurance intermediaries
an end-to-end solution that increases both
business opportunities and process efficiency,
while creating new customer touchpoints via
digital communication channels.
Louise starts by having a simple conversation
with the end customer to determine a need and
risk profile based on the user’s response and
enhanced with over 900 external data sources
such as satellite imagery. Afterwards, Louise
will link it to the perfect insurance solutions and
enable acceptance and underwriting, while
taking care of all regulatory matters. Next to
new business, the system will also discover
upselling potential or changing risks in the
existing portfolio. Ultimately, Louise takes
care of digital communication with clients, for
example in case of renewal or claims.

Meet

Louise

- The virtual assistant that unlocks the full potential
of every insurance distributor in a digital world.

Increased
efficiency

Uplift
sales

Optimal
communication

Gather internal
& external data

Analyze
customer profile

Provide tailored
product advise

Manage and handle
incoming claims

Explore upselling
opportunities

Enable digital
underwriting

WeAchieve

16

international
awards

€4.5m
raised

Professional

users

1000+
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enterprise
partners

countries
innovated
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About WeGroup
WeGroup is a Belgian Insurtech company founded in 2017 by 3 co-founders with a background
in insurance, computer science engineering and corporate finance. The company is built on their
common vision that insurance providers should be able to use cutting-edge technology fast and
easy in order to serve clients better and more efficiently.
Anno 2020, WeGroup is a thriving scale-up active all over Europe. Their teams operate from offices
in Ghent (BE), Warsaw (PL) and London (UK) and Paris (FR) and consist of a healthy mix of bright
engineers and great business minds. Thanks to their innovative developments and fast growth,
WeGroup managed to win over 15 awards
and is internationally recognized as one
of Europe’s leading and fastest growing
Insurtech companies.

www.wegroup.be
hello@wegroup.be
Moutstraat 68 – 9000 Ghent – Belgium
5 Rue de la Baume, 75008 Paris, France
L39 – One Canada Square – London E14 5AB – United Kingdom
Google Campus – Plac Konesera 10 – 03-736 Warszawa - Poland

Digitalize yourself
hello@wegroup.be

at www.wegroup.be

Looking for
the future?
Now it’s easy for insurances
to get off to a flying start.

Advanced Software infrastructure
powering the insurance industry
netinsurer is a Vienna (and Munich) based B2B software business serving the insurance
industry with enabling technology.

We are:
• more than a software provider and technology supplier
• we combine deep insurance knowledge with bespoken
technical capabilities
• we optimize insurance processes
• our technology drives sales beyond boundaries

netinsurer services

netinsurer AI (saas)
Insurance knowledge
computing system

C on
su
lt

io n
Co

at

Identify risk, needs
and demands of
customer, transform
to suitable
insurance product.

A
I

netinsurer
consult (saas)

g n iti v e A ut o

AI can provide considerable added
value in “matching” and in dealing
with “unstructured” data.
• end-to-end automation of repetitive business processes.
• AI (artificial inteligence) -driven,
business case based workflow
control.
• automate your workflows.

m

netinsurer
cognitive
automation

AI based recognition
and execution of
insurace specific
workflows

We offer:
• complete outsourcing solutions
• from PoS to tailor-made insurance products to the complete
application and closing process
• fully integrable into your
existing (CRM) systems
• situative insurance products
(eg. one day PA, holiday casco
etc.)

Contact:
hello@netinsurer.com ∙ www.netinsurer.com ∙ +43 1 9346 708 200

Africa InsurTech Rising
Africa InsurTech rising is a platform aggregator of all stakeholders in the
InsurTech ecosystem with a focus on the African insurance space passionately
reverse engineering insurance inclusion on the continent via technology.
These stakeholders, comprise entrepreneurs, investors, business angels,
startups, established corporations, enthusiasts, evangelists and the whole
spectrum of insurance professionals.
Triggering Context
Insurance penetration has improved in the past in other parts of the world,
Africa is unique. Despite having close to 16% of the global population, the
current insurance penetration in Africa is about 3.6%. South Africa leads with
17%, Kenya has a penetration of about 2.9% and in fact, It is followed by
Rwanda at 1.7%, Nigeria at about 0.8%, and Tanzania at about 0.7%.

3.6%

current insurance
penetration in Africa
is about 3.6%
South Africa: 17%
Kenya: 2.9%
Rwanda: 1.7%
Nigeria: 0.8%

Our lenses

Tanzania: 0.7%.

We see massive shifts and have observed very strong tidal waves sprouting
in different parts of Subsaharan and North Africa. With the whooping sums of
over 8billion USdollars raised in 2019 globally versus the USdollars 7 billion
in 2020(during the pandemic), this demonstrates significant resilience in the
insurtech space. We believe that the trends of investment will continue to grow
exponentially year-on-year over the next decade.
To this end, we have taken on the responsibility of sharing insights on what
is on-going in Africa, with Africa and the world. From our lenses, we see
an exciting future of trends like Telematics, agro-insurtech, data science &
analytics, Machine learning & Artificial Intelligence, blockchain tech to mention
a few shaping insurance penetration and inclusion on the continent of Africa

Our platform
We set out on this journey 1year ago to start to script these narratives with
brilliant, divergent and creative minds promoting insurance coverage and
penetration via technology.
We hereby introduce to you our platform

“Africa InsurTech Rising”(A.I.R)
We commenced this movement because, we are enthusiastic about creating a
platform where we can script local narratives by sharing unique solutions with
Africa and the global community whilst creating an avenue to birth unicorns
from Africa

Our Mission

Our Vision

is to propagate the unique
African narratives in her
pursuit for insurance
penetration and inclusion
by showcasing the resilient
and innovative strides to
the global community

We envision that our
community will galvanize
inclusion on the continent
and birth the next
InsurTech unicorns in the
new decade and beyond

5%
2020

1%
2019

Insurance-technology funding is
beginning to experience growth
in emerging markets like Africa
from evidence based resilience
of the space whilst experiencing
a growth from 1% in 2019 to
5% in 2020-the year of the
pandemic!

About A.I.R
A.I.R has morphed into the recognized household platform trailblazing unique
narratives via podcasts , creating distinct and trusted content, bridgning the
gap between Africa and the global insurtech community, whilst taking on
global partnerships to co-organize and deliver world class events such as
conferences, webinars, training and mentorship
We are headquartered in Lagos and maintain a very strong network across
Africa through our vibrant community and members across sub-saharan
Africa and North Africa. We are deliberate in creating opportunities and
channels to our community to vibrant their innovative products and solutions
whilst creating an avenue for birthing B2B relationships for them locally and
intercontinentally. The case is also vice-versa for our international community
members and partners who are keen to witness the ongoing transformation
being birthed on our side of the fence.

Our Partners
A.I.R has delivered cojointly major international
events, numerous local
events in form of webinars,
conferences, symposia
and insurtech sessions
with a strong fulcrum
on emerging markets
and Africa. Our budding
partnerships with Industry
captains and organizations
creates a foundation for
us to keep layering and
building the Insurtech
infrastructure in Africa .

Some of our past and present partners include:
• InsureTech Connect: for the very first time
had a standalone conference during its world
Tour to rep the francophone and Anglophone
regions in Africa co-hosted by A.I.R and the
Africa Fintech Network
• Quesnay Inc
• Aerate Inc
• Africa Fintech Network
• Fintech Association of Nigeria
• The Insurtech Story (India)
• Insurtech Mentors (UK)
• Market minds
• Very recently Insurtech Insights UK, Insuretech
360 and M.O.I conference

Our Solutions
A.I.R continues to
strive to deliver
unfettered insights
and insurtech trends
via the following
services

We host, co-host ,
and organize from
small sized programs
to large events with
a focal theme on
Africa for our local
and international
communities

We deliver to our
podcast audience
cutting edge and
fresh insights from
innovative startups-to
renowned corporateto seasoned investors
and key opinion /
thought leaders

We take on media
partnerships
with local and
international
Insurtech /Fintech
events

We deliver seasoned
white papers, reports
and publications on
request by partners
and prospective
clientel

We also deliver
closed –door/
private meetings/
events on request for
fostering B2B market
relationships

Africa is rising…and we welcome you onboard!

To catch a glimpse of whom we are speaking with, please check us out on
apple podcasts, spotify, deezer or any of your favorite podcast platforms
To find our more about our solutions or to partner, why not drop a line to our
head of partnerships and solutions via
Joe@africainsurtechrising.com.ng
Or send us a watsapp on +2349060217990

LISTEN | SHARE | SUBSCRIBE

Linktr.ee/InsurTechBusinessSeries

11 insurtech
predictions for 2021
We couldn’t wait for 2020 to be over.
Despite what we all feared in March,
insurtech has continued to flourish,
with lots of capital supporting the
sector in public and private markets,
closer integration between incumbents and startups, and promising
solutions for long-time needs in SME
and cyber. Keeping up the annual
tradition, here are my 11 predictions for
the insurtech market in 2021.
01 - Do you want insurance with that?
Insurance will be embedded in every
financial & retail transaction
Since no one loves shopping for it, we will see more
insurance being sold as part of another transaction,
where the user has a high intention to buy.
Embedded has been a buzzword in fintech for several
years, best illustrated by Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)
players like Affirm and Klarna.


Embedded insurance started with travel insurance
and extended warranties sold at point of sale, like
Square Trade and Assurion. Branch Insurance now
sells home and auto as part of the mortgage process
and Matic is embedding with mortgage servicers.
2021 will bring opportunities to embed insurance into
transactions, with the end goal being delivering a
seamless experience of product plus protection.

02 - 2021 will be the year for Plaid for
Insurance
The original Plaid provides infrastructure to connect
banks to financial apps like Venmo, which need
access to a consumer’s bank account, so the user
can take money from their bank and send it via
Venmo, to the recipient’s bank.
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The explosion of financial apps drove dramatic
growth at Plaid. Yes, the Department of Justice has
sued to block the acquisition of Plaid by Visa. Worst
case: Plaid is forced to go public at a valuation way
above the $5.3 billion offered by Visa. In 2020, at
least seven “Plaid for Human Resources” were
funded. Data connections and enablement are critical
across life, health, and P&C insurance. In 2021, we will
only see more pitches for Plaid for Insurance, and
some of those pitches will be winners.

03 - The robotic uprising: Automation
will take over routine processes &
improve customer experience
Automation will be used to support and empower the
humans who are still in the process, starting with
claims. Startups will accelerate the sale of automation
to incumbent insurers, leading to improved customer
satisfaction. Who wants to call their insurer to check
whether the policy includes glass coverage?
Consumers prefer to use their cell phones to text or
speak, submit the claim, and schedule the windshield
replacement service.


To show how quickly this change is happening: In
2019, State Farm ran ads mocking Lemonade’s bot; in
2020, State Farm led a venture investment in
Replicant, which provides Voice AI to support human
call centers. Faster, better customer service, which is
cheaper for the carrier: automation is a win-win with
unstoppable momentum.

04 - Playing for keeps: Deeper
partnerships between incumbents &
startups, accelerated by the pandemic
At the beginning of the insurtech phenomenon, way
back in 2015, insurers responded by creating
innovation groups and adding innovation KPIs to
employee reviews.

Following the law of unintended consequences, the
result was incumbents starting a lot of experiments
and proofs of concepts with startups. It was
frustrating all around, and many of those experiments
failed. Now, insurers have moved the decision making
back to the operating teams, and those teams are
choosing partners to last. The pandemic has focused
the efforts of incumbents. That focus will only get
stronger going forward, as incumbents understand
that they are dependent on startups to deliver the
organization’s goals.

05 - More startups will go full stack
Insurtechs will continue to take off their MGA training
wheels. Following the high profile IPOs of Lemonade
and Root, 2021 will see full stack carriers multiply.
While the Managing General Agent model has the
advantage of being capital light and enables a startup
to get to market quickly, structuring as full stack gives
the startup maximum control over its product and
customer experience.


Capital is available to build a carrier, coming from
multiple sources, as evidenced by sizeable fundraises
by Pie, Kin, Hippo, and several life insurance startups.

implementations of no code and coretech. In 2021,
we will start seeing a few insurers adopt these new
approaches at scale.

08 - Cyber insurance will lead the
market in delivering dynamic risk
protection
There have been many startups in cyber insurance,
covering one of the existential threats for companies.
Some startups have struggled by aiming at
companies that are too small to afford the premium;
others have chosen the wrong threat assessment
partner and taken unwarranted risk. The whole
market continues innovating and growing, which is
good news, because cyber threats are also
increasing.


By combining real time threat assessment with
insurance, startups cyber insurers will deliver
dynamic risk protection, enabling their customers to
reduce risks as soon as they are identified. That may
be a model for future real-time risk coverage in other
business lines.

09 - Parametric coverage will surge
06 - SME market will finally get the
solutions it needs
At the end of 2019, I swore it was the last time I would
predict the success of insurance solutions for SME.
But there are finally some serious signs of success
and traction in this market. Embroker, Vouch and Next
Insurance continue to grow. And Bold Penguin has
integrated with the flow of existing insurers,
delivering value where incumbents could not. Finally,
SME will have some good choices in protecting their
businesses, thanks to persistent insurtechs!

Insurtechs will tackle claims costs and delays by
eliminating the claims process, via parametric
solutions. Defining a loss by reference to a standard
objective index like rainfall in a specific geography is
no longer reserved for markets like drought risk in
developing countries.


Now, insurtechs are delivering parametric cover for a
range of risks, including earthquake, wind and cyber
outages in developed countries. One driver is the
user experience, where the insured no longer needs
to trust the insurer to pay an indemnity claim
promptly. Look for more kinds of risks to be covered
by parametric solutions in 2021.

07 - Achieving scale with coretech
Incumbents are yearning for alternatives to existing
core systems, with an average age over 15 years,
antiquated programming languages and vendor
implementations measured in years. Two trends are
providing hope here: no code/ low code and
coretech, delivering cloud-native core capabilities.
The challenges of 2020 encouraged more
incumbents and insurers to start limited
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10 - Record support for insurtechs at all
stages
The pace of both early and later stage investments in
insurtechs proves that investors remain enthusiastic
about the market. Valuable business models built in
Fintech will serve as examples to its younger sibling,
Insurtech. There is still plenty of insurtech innovation

to go around, and abundant capital to support it. We
will see new launches and a record amount of capital
raised across insurtech in 2021.

11 - More big exits
The public market in 2020 has been the story of hot
money looking for a home, and eager to pay up for
future growth. Insurtech carriers Lemonade and Root
went public via IPO, and Hippo is expected to
become public either via IPO or SPAC. Metromile
became the first insurtech carrier to be acquired by a
SPAC. These successful exits will drive continued
investment in insurtechs that are taking big swings,
and we will see more public exits.

We can also expect more insurtechs buying
insurtechs, like Bold Penguin’s acquisition of Risk
Genius and Next Insurance’s purchase of Juniper
Labs. The target will be filling a specific strategic
need for the acquirer and buying is faster than
building.


In addition to going public, insurtechs will find other
options, including strategic exits. Prudential’s 2019
acquisition of Assurance IQ created a lot of hope, but
insurers have not yet shown a broad willingness to
pay startup valuations. Brokers, always ready to spot
the main chance, have made a couple acquisitions,
and can be counted on to find deals that deliver
focused value to their existing clients. Verisk, Duck
Creek, Guidewire all have public currency and at least
the latter two have created long lists of partnerships
with startups. There will be multiple insurtech exits in
2021, ranging from additive deals between insurtechs
all the way to more IPOs.
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+49 (0) 40 468 974 - 973
hello@nect.com
nect.com

We are shaping
the future of
digital identity.

Scalable, low-cost and
user-friendly.
With our AI-based digital identification, your
users can identify themselves within a few
minutes right from their mobile devices.

Industry leaders are already using Nect

Secure

User-Friendly

Fast

Efficient

We use state-of-the-art encryption
technology and data protection is
always our first priority.

Our app guides the user through the
process in a simple and
easy-to-understand way.

The identification process can be
started at any time within two minutes
and without waiting time.

Our solution saves time and money and
can be implemented overnight.

Lessons from Legacy Insurers Succeeding in a Changing Industry
For over 100 years, Insurers have stood by customers at some of the toughest moments in
their lives. Today, those customers have different expectations for how they want to do
business and be served. And those expectations are changing faster than ever before.
The industry has faced many headwinds, making it difficult to keep up with change:
regulation, bureaucracy, system constraints, past technology project pain, etc. We also
face disruption from a new generation of carriers free from some of these constraints.
And yet, several carriers have innovated and evolved.
Understanding their paths to success can help shed light on how we as an industry can
continue to evolve to meet our customers' needs despite the disruption and headwinds we
all face.
The Future of Insurance shares the stories of seven insurers across functions and lines of
business to not just give inspiration, but leave readers with a tangible blueprint for
evolving through a new set of modern, flexible and responsive approaches and tools.
#1 New Release in Insurance in 2020
#1 Best Seller in Insurance in Summer 2020

Available Exclusively from Amazon in Paperback, Kindle & Audible

www.future-of-insurance.com

Introducing UnderwritingPal from RGAX
The Fast, Friendly, and Affordable Go-to-Market
Solution for Insurers and Distributors
UnderwritingPal integrates into your insurance eco-system
within days to deliver fast decisions on protection products

PRESALE

UNDERWRITING

COMPLETE SALE

Decision
Returned
UnderwritingPal from RGAX

This scalable, plug-and-play underwriting solution is mobile-friendly and has intuitive,
self-guiding questions to deliver a frictionless customer experience.

It enables fast, straight-through processing and quick experimentation on
go-to-market products without requiring in-house underwriting or IT resources.

There are no high upfront costs nor ongoing licensing costs. You pay-per-policy, so you
do not have to source funding for an enterprise-level underwriting system.

For more information contact:

UnderwritingPal from RGAX

Emma Jones
Executive Director, Underwriting
Innovation & Strategic Development
RGAX EMEA
ejones@rgax.com

Kate Crick
Commercial Director
RGAX EMEA
kcrick@rgax.com

UnderwritingPal Q & A with Emma Jones
Insurance Factory interviews Emma Jones, Executive
Director, Underwriting Innovation & Strategic
Development, to learn about RGAX’s new fast,
friendly, and affordable go-to-market solution for
distributors and insurers: UnderwritingPal.
New and successful insurance distributors today are
agile, have fresh approaches to age-old challenges, and
are eager to bring new solutions to the life insurance
market. Yet they lack the resources and funding to
provide the needed digital underwriting capability. Can
UnderwritingPal help with that?
Definitely. UnderwritingPal is a plug-and-play digital
underwriting solution with a customer interface that
can be white-labeled to seamlessly integrate into a
distributor’s offering. Its built-in underwriting expertise
eliminates the need for an experienced underwriting
department and it typically take less than one week to get
up and running with UnderwritingPal. New distributors
can provide the necessary digital underwriting capability
while avoiding significant overhead in underwriting
and administrative resources. Plus, the API allows agile
distributors using UnderwritingPal to scale up quickly,
and even internationally.
While funding is typically a barrier for new distributors,
UnderwritingPal works on a pay-per-policy basis,
meaning no upfront or ongoing licensing costs. It’s a great
digital underwriting partner for new distributors that
can also help established insurers experiment with new
products and channels quickly.
You mention UnderwritingPal can also be used for
carriers to experiment in the market quickly. Can you
expand on that?
Yes. Traditional life insurance distributors often face
significant overhead bringing innovative products
to market. The competing demands of day-to-day
operations, multiple strategic initiatives, and limited
resource availability can work against moving quickly on
innovations. UnderwritingPal allows experimentation
with fast, go-to-market products without in-house
underwriting or significant IT resources.
By incorporating behavioral science, this approach
provides more accurate risk information because the
questions are based on how people actually behave,
not how they are assumed to. This approach means
insurers can be more agile without sacrificing sound
risk assessment. They can start-and-stop a new offering
quickly and easily without ongoing resource overheads.
Those same advantages are important to new
distributors, too, of course.

Most insurers today are trying to adapt their underwriting
resources and processes to achieve faster straight-through
processing. Can UnderwritingPal help with this hurdle?
The UnderwritingPal digital underwriting rule set is
designed using RGAX underwriters’ extensive expertise
and experience to provide a streamlined, straight-through
processing environment. The rule set is constantly
optimized using the latest medical information and RGAX
insights. We wanted an application based on how people
really think and behave, rather than how we think they
should. To accomplish this, we leverage the latest in
behavioral design in the application process to create a
user-friendly experience.
RGAX’s Behavioral Science team tested potential
solutions and research showed no trade-off between
more accurate disclosure and quicker completion times;
the right questions in the right format can deliver both.
Customers gain comfort and confidence in the process
and provide more accurate disclosures.
UnderwritingPal is new. Is it already being used in
the market?
Yes, OPAL, a specialist administration software
and solutions provider in the UK market, is using
UnderwritingPal to expand its eco-system and appeal to
more companies (insurers, banks, and start-ups) in the
protection insurance space. With UnderwritingPal, OPAL
offers a one-stop shop to market: Opal, deploys the digital
journey and administration, UnderwritingPal handles the
underwriting, and the client plugs in for distribution.
An InsurTech in Switzerland, vlot, is using UnderwritingPal
to offer a full life insurance experience for its customers.
The convenience of UnderwritingPal’s behavioral sciencebacked application and straight-through processing
round out vlot’s market offerings of risk analysis,
product suggestion, medical underwriting, and policy
administration.
The integration with UnderwitingPal for both companies
was less than five days.
UnderwritingPal presents a tremendous opportunity for
insurers and distributors. It’s fast, customer-friendly,
and affordable to start and to maintain. Anyone who’d
like more information can contact either me or Kate Crick
from RGAX LLC. n

Conversational Process Automation

Converting complex insurance customer-facing
processes into simple, compliant & highly-effective
conversational automation

What is Spixii?
Spixii conversational robots execute
quote & buy, insurance policy
management and claims processes.
Conversational Process Automation
(CPA) gives the scalability and
resilience missing to call centres and
web live chats. It also keeps the
dialogue with the end user which sadly
disappears with web-forms. Spixii
advanced analytics enable continuous
improvement of the customer
experience and operational
performance.

CONFIDENTIAL - Copyright SPIXII® 2016 - 2019 All rights reserved - Plexal 14 East Bay Lane London UK

www.spixii.com

/company/spixii

@spixii_bot

info@spixii.com

How to offer a personal customer experience while
optimising business performance?
The Spixii Insurance Suite is composed of expert solutions covering the insurance value chain
end-to-end. Built on the Spixii conversational process platform, the insurance solutions are white-label
and leverage the Spixii Intelligent Chatbots, Connectivity Hub with pre-integrated modules to insurance
speciﬁc platforms, Advanced Analytics and Business Insights giving insurers the momentum of scale.

Call centres provide an overall good and personal
user experience yet they saturate quickly causing
customers to wait. No one likes waiting.
Complaints are inevitable and ultimately damage
the reputation of the brand. The only way to
overcome this problem would be to have one
operator per customer, which is not viable
business-wise.
Webforms and portals provide a good business
performance by leveraging digitalisation to
automate processes that were once performed
manually. Yet webforms lack the personal
conversation of call centres. Webforms are
reduced, essentially, to digital monologue.
Customers today expect more than impersonal
and clunky interactions.

CPA: the optimal solution
Conversational Process Automation allows the
optimum customer experience by preserving the
personal conversation yet delivering it digitally at
scale. CPA enables an unlimited number of personal
and consistent conversations at a fraction of the cost
of the analogue ones with the beneﬁts of generating
structured data for future improvements.

Live chat empowers human agents to manage
multiple personal conversations at the same time.
It empowers and scales call centres. Yet, each
agent can manage a maximum number of 4
conversations causing long waiting times. Web
live chat suffers from the same constraints as call
centres despite marginally increasing their limits.
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A solution designed to improve the interaction between
insurers and their customers
Intelligent Chatbots

Through automation of customer-facing tasks
via chatbot interactions, most of the time
integrated with core systems, CPA allows
end-to-end processing and leverages advanced
analytics to continuously improve both the
underlying process and the conversation with
the end-user.

Provide your customers with
personal and engaging
experience in buying insurance
products by bringing empathy
and adding the personal touch

Advanced Analytics

Connectivity Hub

Organise the structured and
unstructured data, pre-process it with
a dedicated data cleaner and generate
speciﬁc conversational analytics based
on Spixii proprietary language

Enable end-to-end automation
from the conversations with
customers to the back-end
systems validating the
completion of the transactions

It is widely known that the customer experience of buying and servicing insurance is stressful and
frustrating, oftentimes resulting in a negative Net Promoter Score. This is partly due to lacking digital
capabilities and lengthy traditional processes operated by call centres which suffer from saturation.
Spixii CPA platform augments these traditional processes by creating an end-to-end automation straight
from the website and applications of insurance companies. It allows their customers to start their journey
online and keep digital all the way or at least a signiﬁcant part of it leading to signiﬁcant savings and
increased customer satisfaction. Spixii CPA platform supports all European languages.

Spixii also comes
pre-integrated
From insurance platforms to RPA
providers, Spixii partners with other
insurance key technology actors to
offer end-to-end digital solutions.

See all Spixii solutions partners →
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Leading insurers have recognised Spixii solutions as
game-changer to accelerate their digital transformation

“

Spixii has the potential to
change insurance processes
from static to dynamic

Spixii Claims solution has
been multi-awarded.
Read success stories →
ISO 27001 Information
Security Management is
the most recognised
certiﬁcation for
Information Security
Management with a key
focus on security and
data.

Ready to start a conversation?
Contact us →
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Betterfly: a living
insurtech that could
bring disruption

to the industry
Hugues Bertin

CEO, Digital Insurance LatAm

That day the sun was blazing, I loved to watch from
Santiago all the Andes Mountains with their white
snow illuminating the Chilean sky. I was walking to
one of my favorite cafes "Etienne Marcel" located in
the Vitacura neighborhood, where the cappuccino is
an authentic Italian and the croissants are very hot.


That day, I had to meet the founder of an "insurtech"
that I had been told about; I was surprised by this
meeting since, until then, I had never heard of
Betterfly. At that time I did not know that I would feel
the famous "Wow" effect...


Months later, I meet again with Eduardo della
Maggiora, CEO & Founder of Betterfly, a Chilean
insurtech with a global focus, without any similar
model in the world and with a high 
 potential for
disruption in Life Insurance, inaugurating with me,
Hugues Bertin, and all of you readers, Insurtech VIP
Lounge, a monthly rendezvous to meet with the
insurtech ecosystem of Americalatina.


Eduardo is definitely a great professional, prepared,
civil industrial engineer by profession, worked for over
15 years in the financial sector in the area of M&A at
J.P. Morgan Chile and New York, where he led
transactions in the life insurance sector in the region.
Now what is striking is his natural sympathy, his
passion for triathlon and it is impressive to know that
he is the 2016 and 2017 Iron Man vice world
champion in his category!


From one I ask "how did your idea of Betterfly come
about", as I love to discover the breaking points in
one's life: life is highly non-linear despite what it
seems.


And from there, he tells me that the great adventure
began in 2014 on the African continent, more
precisely in Tanzania, that is, many years before it
became a reality. In the East African country famous
for its vast areas of wildlife, I was volunteering,
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teaching English and mathematics to elementary
school children. This period of his life sowed the first
seeds of what is today Betterfly. His experience in the
financial and insurance sectors, added to his passion
for sports, has led him to ask himself:


What would happen if good habits such as walking,
running or meditating, which mean less risk and
greater longevity, could be converted into social
assistance and free life coverage? A couple of years
later, in 2018, together with his brother Cristobal, they
founded Betterfly, with the purpose of using
technology to translate daily actions into social
impact and protection for those who need it most.


Impacted by his way of relating his personal purpose
to his professional development, I want to know more
about the exponential growth and above all how
Tanzania has grown, moving on to Insurtech: "Could
you tell me how you fell into this Insurtech world
then?


Before landing in the Insurtech world, Betterfly was
born as a platform to recycle the calories burned
through sport, turning them into emergency nutrition
for a child in need. The next 2 years have taken the
company down unimaginable paths, generating a far
greater impact than expected, with hundreds of
thousands of users, more than 500,000 donated
meals and companies around the world promoting
good habits of their teams while generating impact
from their organizations.


Betterfly has won multiple awards, proving time and
again that they were on the right track. It broke a
Guinness record, and has won a dozen innovation
and entrepreneurship awards. It has certified them as
Company B (a company that uses the power of the
market to provide concrete solutions to social and
environmental problems) and has registered them as
a Public Benefit Corporation in the USA.



"Wow! And how did they manage to climb so much
and so fast? Do they have supports or anchors?”
To scale up and increase its impact, Betterfly
received support from local and international funds,
such as Albatross Capital, Grupo Prisma and Katapult
Impact from Norway, and renowned entrepreneurs
and investors from JP Morgan, Endeavor, Grupo Bio
Ritmo and Genesis Investment Management, among
others. This support allowed Betterfly to raise a
Series A of USD$8.5M in June of this year, known as
the largest Series A capital raising of a Chilean
start-up, to build what is today its new product: a
platform of benefits and welfare tools that seeks to
transform people and organizations through purpose.


It is really admirable what they are building. Clearly, it
is one of the biggest funding rounds of the year for
Latin America in the Insurtech world. Now I am
interested in understanding how they have entered
the Insurtech world.


As Eduardo tells me, he and his brother's starting
point has always been physical well-being, taking up
sports as a motor to feel better and help others.
However, upon closer observation they have noticed
that this was not entirely sufficient to encompass
comprehensive well-being since well-being is not
only physical, but also mental and financial. It is here
then where the insurance variable has come to play a
fundamental role in financial well-being, where it is
necessary to be able to count on an integral security
and a financial back to be able to live calmly and
develop in the best way in the rest of the areas of life.


Understanding that the value proposal of Betterfly
consists of democratizing financial, physical and
mental well-being to make it available to everyone,
Eduardo goes deeper into the fact that his platform
includes life insurance, disability insurance,
mindfulness applications, fitness and nutrition,
telemedicine and psychological support, thus
providing access to tools that help improve people's
well-being.


I really like this pure Embedded Insurance model, as a
new business model for the industry, where
insurance is not a product that a distributor looks to
sell to the market but rather a solution to protect
users around an ecosystem of services.


At the center of the product offered by this new and
extraordinary insurtech, is technology, turning every
healthy habit into a social donation and a life that
grows day by day without additional cost. In this way,
they not only provide tools to each person but 
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also motivate and inspire them to improve their lives
day by day.

 


They deliver a product that is accessible, flexible and
simple. Within everyone's reach at a price of just USD
5 per month per user. They do not discriminate by
age, preexistence or socioeconomic level. In other
words, the same price for everyone, with no fine print
and no medical questions, pre-requisites or
exclusions. Totally digital and 100% portable. There
are no differences between hiring Netflix, Spotify and
Betterfly in terms of simplicity and requirements. For
USD 5 per month, one can have a life insurance in
which the insured amount grows and in addition there
is a portability at the exit of the company, its welfare
premise considers the financial welfare as a
cornerstone of the proposal, today we know that
every 6 seconds a family enters poverty due to the
lack of financial protection when the family provider
suffers an accident or dies, that is why the directors
of Betterfly have considered it essential to include 

a life insurance within its welfare proposal in order to
achieve the previously mentioned "comprehensive
welfare".


The insurance they offer is part of a base coverage
that will grow every day with every step the user
takes. That is, if the user walks 10,000 steps daily, his
life insurance will grow 10,000 pesos (USD 15) every
day. In this way, the user has accumulated around
USD 5,000 per year without any additional cost to the
company or user.


As the insurance sector has a very high CAC
(customer acquisition cost), I always like to
understand the distribution model of the insurtechs
and I take this opportunity to ask you : "Do you have a
highly B2B business?


He answered that Betterfly has a highly B2B
business, so I was interested in meeting these B
customers, understanding why they buy life
insurance from their employees and knowing how
much of their budget is funded. Eduardo told me that
his clients are very diverse, ranging from small and
medium businesses, which find great value in being
able to provide this type of benefit for the first time to
their employees, to large corporations that, although
they may already have part of these benefits for their
employees, find value in Betterfly in being able to
make all these benefits tangible and to motivate their
employees to live a healthier life using purpose as the
driving force.


And there he explains


"Life insurance is a benefit that all employees should
have, financial protection is very important so that
employees can perform without distractions in their
work and have better results, so it is a win-win if we
think collaborator-company. More and more,
companies are realizing the importance of their
collaborators' welfare in their company's productivity,
in the decrease of turnover, absenteeism and a higher
engagement, and if we include the pandemic into the
equation, welfare and mental health become even
more relevant".


Understanding the B2B business, I had to know if
Betterfly had intentions to sell in B2C at some point,
to which Eduardo explains his vision in detail, it
consists of democratizing welfare, based on the
premise that welfare is a right of all. Even though they
currently aim directly at B2B, it is because this is the
most efficient way to test and a direct distribution
channel. However, they are very clear that this is a
product that must reach and be available to
everyone, without exceptions, so the second step will
be to open the proposal to B2C.



I believe that working together with insurtechs to
achieve a massive adoption of this service is the way
forward. Where both actors play a very relevant role
in providing financial protection to the greatest
number of people, especially to the new
generations.


And there, he closes the conversation with something
that matters to me. The insurtech sector is highly
collaborative (> 90%) and I believe that we can
provide more value to our clients, creating a great
collaborative ecosystem between insurers,
intermediaries, investment funds, authorities and
insurtechs. To end a meeting with a common vision,
is always nice.


To close this very special meeting in the first edition
of the Insurtech VIP Lounge, it is important to share
with you that Betterfly is in the midst of an
international expansion process, they are very
interested in talking to insurance companies and
potential client-companies to implement their
platform and welfare benefits with purpose in the
region.


Fascinated by the business model and
understanding that Eduardo is a successful
professional and a great athlete, I want to understand
what he is looking for: "Eduardo, what is your
ambition with Betterfly finally?



Insurers and companies interested in
contacting Betterfly can write to
corporate@betterfly.com.

And from one, he says:



For my part, I am happy to have shared this space
with my friend Eduardo, whom I admire so much. I
have no doubt that the great success Betterfly is just
the beginning! I hope you enjoyed the first edition of
the Insurtech VIP Lounge.



"Our ambition is for Betterfly to become a model of
collective well-being that helps transform
organizational cultures and people, leading them to
the best version of themselves. We know that a
better world starts with personal change, and we also
believe that well-being is a right for everyone. We
also want to set a precedent for how technology and
data intelligence can generate an ecosystem of
motivation and inspiration based on purpose. May we
all be aware of the impact that healthy habits can
have on us and on the world".


So, thinking about our insurance industry which has a
reputation for being very traditional, I want to hear
from you about what you think of us. And as you tell
me: the insurance sector is a critical and essential
sector, but unfortunately in many cases it has moved
away from the client, with a high manual interaction, with analogous processes that make
the implementation and delivery of a product that we
consider essential like life insurance very slow.
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I will be attentive to your comments in networks, as
long as they are published with the hashtag
#InsurtechVIPLounge.


If you want to make yourself known to the entire
Latin American insurance market, I invite you to
send us a video of your startup to 


marketing@digitalinsurance.lat


We will gladly publish it in our collaborative channel of
Youtube Digital Insurance LatAm.

Your Telemedicine
Solution for a
Healthy ROI

Let us Introduce
You to a Unique
Approach to
Telehealth.

It’s not easy to impress today’s consumers. People are more
informed, demanding, and fickle than ever before.
Communication preferences are shifting dramatically,
expectations are growing exponentially, and brand loyalty is
at an all-time low.
Within this context, insurance companies are struggling to
engage with their customers, particularly when it comes to
emerging digital channels and tools.
Insurers are finding that traditional communication
strategies are less and less effective, and they are responding
to this unprecedented challenge with innovative business
models and clever applications of technology.
When insurance companies pause to calculate the return on
their significant investments, what is the result? Is your
company getting a healthy return on investment?.

3 Key Pillars
The question to answer is: how do you demonstrate value to your customers? In theory, the answer is
simple: increase product differentiation, improve customer engagement, and reduce costs.
Many insurance companies are turning to innovative technology partners to help them make progress
on all three fronts, and telemedicine offers alluring promises: “Video consultations will be the new
default for medical visits!”, “But wait, symptom checkers will eliminate the need for medical visits!”,
“Hang on; smart devices will stop us from having health issues in the first place!”
But do these technologies actually deliver impact? When insurance companies pause to calculate the
return on their significant investments, what is the result?
Every healthcare payer should examine three key areas when evaluating any telehealth solution:

1. Engagement
Are your customers actually using the service?
2. Impact
Is the service driving positive behavior change?
3. Return on Investment
Does the impact justify the cost?

57% of consumers
report dissatisfaction
with a lack of
interaction with their
insurers.
—PricewaterhouseCoopers

"The annual utilisation
rate for insurance
or employer-provided
telemedicine apps
is 2-3 %"
— Kaiser Family Foundation

The Telemedicine Solution for a Healthy ROI
We developed Abi, a medical micro-consultation service, to help insurers answer yes to all three
questions with proof, not promises. Abi has 10-20 times higher engagement rates than typical
telemedicine apps, because Abi is integrated with the world’s most popular chat apps (WhatsApp,
Telegram, Viber, Skype, even SMS).

Abi is used by insurance companies around the world to
differentiate their products, engage with their customers,
and improve loss ratios.
All Abi consultations deliver help and information from real doctors, supported by cutting-edge
artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms. Our unique asynchronous micro-consultations
reduce physician time per case by more than 85% vs. synchronous consultations by chat, voice, or
video.
Abi delivers evidence-based medical information from our invitation-only network of doctors,
empowering people to make better decisions about their health. Abi helps people avoid
unnecessary in-person medical visits for 70% of consultations. For those who do require further
medical attention, Abi improves the effectiveness of the next step in the healthcare journey.

The telemedicine
solution for
companies that care
about a healthy
return on investment.

About Abi Global Health
Abi Global Health is an Irish-based company, founded in 2016 by serial HealthTech entrepreneurs Dr.
Victor Vicens & Kim-Fredrik Schneider with the mission of making professional medical support easily
accessible to everyone in the world.
Abi Global Health offers medical micro-consultations to complement and enhance rather than
necessarily substitute other health services. Users are matched with doctors in their native countries
to answer medical questions through the most popular chat apps.
The mission-driven organisation committed with supporting the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals has experience with
Public health Services and NGOs. Their work focuses on the
private sector with domestic, travel and international iPMI
Insurance companies. Partners bundle Abi with products to add
value for their customers.
The service has now a capacity to operate for over 3 million
people and is currently live in 14 countries across Europe, Asia
and Africa.

"Only 5% of insurers
rate themselves as
effective at getting
results from
digitalisation."
— Gartner

It has taken a global pandemic for the world to start paying
attention to telemedicine. Insurers had been offering customers
incremental digital improvements, a more disruptive approach is
now necessary.

Let Us Help
www.abiglobalhealth.com
info@abiglobalhealth.com

REALYTIX ZERO –
The automated underwriting platform
to scale your business

From idea to product: The IT and resource dilemma
Insurers, brokers and agents have to move quickly to meet the changing needs of their
customers. Speed is the key to a competitive edge. But the road to a marketable insurance
product is often slow-going. The IT infrastructure may be outdated, updates and maintenance
eat up time and budgets. Furthermore, available resources are limited and budgets are usually
tight.
It therefore often takes up to two years from the initial idea to market launch. A long time in
which you put your lead at risk.

Get started with an automated underwriting platform
With REALYTIX ZERO, you can launch, distribute and scale new or existing insurance products
significantly faster, reduce costs and increase process efficiency. Product design, pricing,
distribution and administration can be done using a fully digital process on a single, cloud-based
platform. The unique self-configuration capabilities allow quick implementation and adaptation
of your insurance products.
Additionally, REALYTIX ZERO can eliminate the need for complicated manual processes when
reinsuring facultative risks. A completely digital and automated underwriting process enables
you to obtain superior Munich Re capacity in just a few clicks.

Munich Re
REALYTIX ZERO –
The automated underwriting platform
to scale your business
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The benefits of REALYTIX ZERO at a glance

Reduce your time to
market to just a few
weeks

No need for
in-house development – just use our
proven platform

Respond rapidly to
an ever-changing
market environment
using the self-configuration module

Access Munich Re’s
analytics power and
tap into decades of
pricing and underwriting experience

Establish new
distribution channels
via enhanced digital
options and scale
your products exponentially using our
Application Programming I nterface (API)

More details: www.munichre.com/realytixzero

Talk to our expert
Florian Niklas
Head of Realytix
Tel.: +49 89 38 91-59 41
fniklas@munichre.com
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How INSLY enables insurance businesses
to create new value

Modular Alternatives To

Core Systems
Are Becoming Mainstream

Insurers and MGAs have long ago recognised the value of IT in running
an eﬀicient underwriting business, as evidenced by IT’s share of total
operating cost doubling from 12%-24% between 2012-2017.¹

What has changed though is where that IT
spend is going.
The old mentality was to build core
systems designed to incorporate every
possible business requirement - from
insurance sales to accounting to claims
into one giant monolithic system. This
makes for an impressive database, but
means compromising on the eﬀiciency in
everyday operations.
Other well-known problems associated
with legacy core systems besides clumsy
workflows are hugely expensive change
management and poor connectivity to
other systems.

As a direct response to these challenges new
solutions have popped up in all categories:
some excel in their quote and bind
capabilities, some provide highly eﬀicient
fraud prevention and claim management
with modern customer interfaces, even the
core system concept has been revitalized
with new-school core systems making
connectivity to other systems their main
USP.
The insurance IT landscape is changing.
Now how would a manager at an insurance
company find their way around? We’ve
compiled a couple helpful tips.

How to Choose the Right Solutions
for Insurance Management

Together with legacy solutions, the
mindset that one comprehensive
software must address all your concerns,
should be left in the past. There’s no
need to develop the technology and
handle administrative tasks in-house
when there are standardised solutions
available. By choosing the right software
for automating insurance processes, you
can focus on creating actual business
value.

Cost to Launch

Time to Launch

Running Costs Sales Automation
Implementation-wise, the solutions vary
by the level of customisation:
• custom-developed;
• low-code or no-code software.
There is a clear trend towards no-code
or low-code solutions which can support
quicker product launches and simplify
change management (but may have
some limitations towards complex
products).
Functionality can be broadly divided
into three categories:
1.

front-oﬀice capabilities:
• product design and deployment;
• quote and bind process;
• support;
2. back-oﬀice capabilities:
• invoice pdf vs full double-entry
accounting;
• standard vs build your own
reports via BI tools;

3.

claims:
• FNOL and reports only vs full
workflow and reserve management.
Software providers diﬀer greatly in the
depth of functionality they provide in
each category and usually perform really
well in delivering one or at most two of
these.
Consideration points
• Think what you need for the
full customer journey from new
business sales to mid-term policy
change to renewal. Many providers
oﬀer quote and bind, so it’s easy
to get distracted by slick-looking
workflows.
• Try to find suitability to your
distribution model - some solutions
are better suited for B2C sales with
out-of-the-box client portals and
payment integrations, while others,
like INSLY, are experts in broker or
aﬀinity channel distribution.
• Look for relevant product
experience – solutions that work
great for high-volume personal
lines may struggle with complex
commercial insurance products.
Keeping the above in mind, you should
aim at creating your own unique stack
out of the best-in-class solutions in each
category.
Think of it this way – you probably
don’t want to start building your own
accounting software when you could
use, for example, Xero or Quickbooks;
to automate marketing, you go to
Salesforce or Hubspot. Similarly, for
insurance sales and policy admin, you
can hire a solution like INSLY.

INSLY’s Goal Is to Enable Innovation
in the Insurance Market

While we made several arguments
against building technology for tasks
that are already standardised, there
are very good reasons why insurance
businesses should build their own
technology – to create better insurance
products and drive additional value.

Parsyl² is a great example how tech
companies from other industries can
organically incorporate insurance into
their oﬀering and add great value to
customers.
Working in the shipping industry,
Parsyl produces devices that sense and
log cargo temperature, humidity, light,
impact, and GPS, and make this data
available through their web platform
and mobile app which made insurance
a logical addition to their existing
services.
By knowing more about the risk before
it happens, Parsyl was able to create
a compelling cargo insurance oﬀering
for risks such as perishable goods and
medical shipments.
As a Lloyds Coverholder, they also

needed software that captures all
the risk information and reports it
accurately to their capacity provider
at Lloyds, but instead of building it
themselves, they chose to use INSLY.
Getting a home insurance quote in
the UK can be tedious – much to the
dismay of consumers, long forms with
questions such as “are there significant
cracks in your walls?” or “what type
of locks are installed?” are commonly
asked when applying for a quote.

OneClickCover³ Wanted to do things
diﬀerently – now the consumer only
has to enter a postcode and choose an
address via their website to receive a
competitive home insurance quote.
OneClickCover achieved this via
integrations to extensive property risk
databases enhanced with their own
unique underwriting criteria, powered
by the INSLY platform.

References
1. https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/evolving-insurance-cost-structures
2. https://www.parsyl.com/
3. https://oneclickcover.com/

About

INSLY

Mission

Digitising and
connecting the
global insurance
industry

Expertise

Team of 70 working
together for years
in the insurance
industry

Traction

1,000 Brokers and
30 MGAs,
£1bn combined
premiums

Innovation

Full-stack,
no-code platform
for insurance
businesses

“We realised the need for convenient next generation
insurance software when we created INSLY in 2014.
Our mission is to digitise the operations of insurance
businesses and connect insurance distribution- brokers
and agents – with insurers and MGAs on the supply side,”
explained Risto Rossar, CEO of INSLY.

Risto Rossar
CEO of INSLY.

Read more how
INSLY takes care of the
boring admin stuﬀ helping you
create additional value and get in touch at

INSLY.com .

Create a new

insurance experience:

Prevention and

Ecosystems

Jörg-Tobias Hinterthür

Innovator, incubator, mentor at Insurtrends

Insurers are changing more and more. Customers
have been expecting a new type of service
experience for the actual core product since
yesterday. 


In addition to classic insurance services, insurers
want to create a positive customer experience with
new services. This helps both in customer interaction
and in customer loyalty. In the best case, this results
in positive recommendations.


But what could the new customer experience be?
Prevention! 

Insurers enable their customers to massively minimize
the damage and, in the best case, even to avoid it
entirely. This is a whole new experience with
"insurance" of damage reduction. Away from a pure
claims adjuster to a service provider!


But let's start a little earlier in history. Using the
example of the first smart home proposals in
connection with assistance services, some insurers
dared to take a very first step into the world of
networked smart living. This was a combination of
intelligent building technology and helpful services
and insurance benefits. There is an integrated service
module with services such as a locksmith or general
tradesperson placement. These do not initially have
to have anything to do with an insured event.


With an attractive range of services, relevance in the
purchase decision can be achieved. Regular
interviews with customers show that these services
are increasingly in demand and that customers
include these options in their decision for or against
an insurer.

Cooperation with companies from the IoT and smart
home industry can result in unique advantages for
customers. In addition to price advantages when
purchasing networked devices, these are in particular
innovative offers.
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Plus, one of these cooperation partners can bring in
their own services (e.g. maintenance of systems) or
integrate partners from their own ecosystem. 


After all, there are three parties involved in the actual
purchase decision process: insurer, sales partner and
customer. In my assessment, the smart world is
unfortunately not yet self-explanatory, so that there is
an increased need for explanations when purchasing,
installing and expanding smart household technology.


Contrary to all forecasts, the technology is developing
rather slowly. Practice has shown that these
hardware properties, which require explanation, in
conjunction with service and insurance services that
also require explanation, increase the barriers to
motivation to conclude a contract considerably. In
addition, the management of a merchandise
management system is not the original work of an
insurer and the introduction of related processes
involves considerable effort.


For these reasons, too, insurers should decide to
increasingly offer service and insurance services in
the future directly where the technology-savvy
customers move, namely at the dealer or
manufacturer. A closer cooperation is to be sought
with these in order to be able to create mutual
synergies and market profiling characteristics in the
future.

For example, an ecosystem can provide additional
services that are not necessarily immediately
associated with insurance. The aim should be to
become the so-called orchestrator or co-creator of
these topics, through whose platform or marketplace
customers obtain services from partners, but always
combine this with insurance.


The continuous expansion of partnerships is the
focus of all efforts in order to be able to offer
customers a recurring positive event along the entire
value chain.

So how does the topic of prevention come into
play?


A successful example of this approach is e.g. the
topic of water damage prevention.


The water damage is pretty much the most
uncomfortable thing you can have in your own four
walls. Many even say that it is worse than fire. If the
cellar has filled up knee-deep, then with drying
devices for months, noise and dirt, no customer really
wants to have that or experience it again.


Because of this motivation, insurers are increasingly
approaching sanitary providers. The trick is not to
enter into a one-sided connection, but to generate
added value in the interests of customers and your
own company. It has to fit into an overall story that
tastes good to the company, the partners involved,
the customers and also the sales department.


In the meantime, there are devices from established
sanitary manufacturers that are able to detect
irregularities, from micro leaks to dripping taps to
classic broken pipes. Ideally, these devices not only
warn, but also actively intervene and prevent further
water inflow. This leads directly to active damage
reduction, sometimes even to complete damage
avoidance.


With the use of these smart devices, a high level of
customer acceptance can be achieved. The topic of
insurance becomes tangible! Customers say: "If you
help me preventively avoid events now, then I will feel
an added value, which is why I opted for this
insurance."


This leads to positive NPS scores (Net Promoter
Scores). Because customers naturally talk about this
experience among friends and acquaintances. This
leads to high customer loyalty, customer loyalty is
strengthened and insurers have the opportunity to
address and convince new customers. You can
address this at many touchpoints, from construction
financing to renovation, and thus find great access to
(new and existing) customers, as new topics can now
be addressed in customer interaction. The whole
topic of sustainability and the resource-efficient use
of water is another topic that is still completely
underestimated.
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Insury Talent

Pitching & Award 2021
Would you like to apply?
01

 Application Open from 01st Febr - 30th April 2021


02

 Reserve your pitching slot via Eventbrite (insurytalentpitching2021.eventbrite.at)


03

 Upload your Pitching Video, max, 1 min.


04


 Invite your colleagues, friends & family to vote for your favorite innovation in your
company


05


 Be one of the first 100 applicants and be an actor in our Insurance Community
Song - Sing,Sing Insurance!


06

 We invite the best 10 Talents to "PITCH LIKE A STARTUP!" on #MOI2021 stage


07 Win the INSURY Talent Award 2021

magicofinnovation.eu

#MOI2020 Insurtechs
Treepodia

Bsurance

Description
Personalised video marketing.

Description
Bsurance connects customers with fair and relevant
insurance products at the right time and place all over
Europe.

Country
Israel

Website
treepodia.com

Selfins
Description
Selfins is all about the way of consuming personal
insurance line, in the near future, Selfins smart, specific
and parametric insurance coverage.
Country
Israel

E-mail
rafi@bl-ins.co.il

Bluewave
Description
Simple, better, reliable, efficient insurance sales.
Country
Kenya
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Website
bluewaveinsurance.co

Country
Austria

Website
bsurance.com

Abi Global Health
Description
Abi enables users to send health questions to real
doctors from inside their favorite chat apps.
Country
Ireland

Website
abiglobalhealth.com

#MOI2020 Insurtechs
INSURY AWARD 2020 2nd place

Evari
Description
It empowers insurers to launch and manage insurance
products that are easy to buy, easy to manage and
flexible to changing needs.
Country
Australia

Higo
Description
There's no need to go see a doctor - now you can get a
diagnosis without leaving home. In less than an hour!
Country
Poland

Website
evari.tech

Website
higosense.com

INSURY AWARD 2020 3rd place

Leverbox

Wetterheld

Description
With a user friendly design based on timelines, it allows
to manage all the repair process, assigning differentiated
profiles to those who are involved, in accordance with
their tasks and permits.

Description
We insure farmers against drought and

events, restaurants, volksfests against rain.

Country
Argentina

Website
leverbox.com

INSURY AWARD 2020 1st place

Tieto evry
Description
We improve the experience for your customers, while
helping you address current business challenges and
changing regulatory requirements through innovative
and trusted solutions, saving you time and money.
Country
Finland
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Website
tietoevry.com/en

Country
Germany

Website
wetterheld.com

Vienna
/Digital

Insurance

Innovation

Day

September

29th & 30th

New! Insury Talent Pitch & Award

Are you

ready to

You are working in the insurance industry or broker, your age is under 35, you have 
a favorite solution in your company, you are proud of it and you want to pitch like a
Startup? You will be the actor in our New Insurance Community Video Clip!

Shape the

future of insurance?

magicofinnovation.eu

New ways to innovate:

from lockdown

to success
Roland Kovács

CO-Founder & CEO, Pozi

Most of the idea competitions are missed in 2020,
although bolder businesses are well aware that the
solutions to the crisis will be the success stories of
the future Insurtech. 


Services that build a new generation of events are
available to help with that. Successful large
companies and banks have been looking for the best
ideas and startups for years. Hundreds of ideas are
received for global competitions, but the results at
these events are also deplorable. 


Most of the solutions born here have caused almost
no change in the sector beyond the awards
ceremony. “At such innovation events and
hackathons, we not only waste ideas but also talents,
which are otherwise sought after by large companies
at universities. Said Roland Kovács, CEO of Pozi.io. The result of the competition is an Excel sheet that
the organizers will forget about overtime. The ideas
will never be published and in a month no one will
remember them. ” 


For many companies, innovation is still just a fancy
communication tool, mainly because integrating a
new idea poses very big challenges to many
elements of the organization. Internal innovation may
be more likely, but mistrust of external innovation is
the case across different departments of the firms.
And this appears to be serious. Most startups don’t
understand or know how insurers work internally and
are lost in the jungle of bureaucracy, even if the
company is “open” to fresh ideas. 


This system, which was not working very well
anyway, was almost completely paralyzed by the
pandemic. The idea competitions have stopped and a
year later almost no one dared to rethink the
possibility of holding such events online. However,
Covid-19 doesn’t seem to be a quick fix so more and
more people are thinking about how to implement
events in newly organized online communities.
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Everyone knows that only by fleeing ahead can have
a counter-economic effect. It is also clear that we
need to be aware that it is no longer possible to
return to what we used to do. Sustainability will be
one of the new messages for the near future. One
possible way for insurers to develop is to support
external innovation and create conditions for it. 


It is not enough to relaunch innovation competitions,
because the solutions created in them can only be
integrated if the organization is open to it. The
solution is clearly to activate the online community
and create corporate “open innovation labs”.
However, these innovation workshops cannot
function effectively until the foundations of a new
generation of online platforms are born. 


The solution - could be a new kind of online
Think-Tank. During the last year, many people started
looking for a solution, just like Pozi.io. The innovation
meeting point now offers an opportunity for thinkers
in 30 countries to connect. The founders of the site
have been researching the possibilities of enterprise
innovation for more than a decade, building on the
experience of countless idea competitions to rethink
the standard social media model.


The site, which now also suitable for large corporate
events, was launched in 2020 with an event called
Restart2020. By 2021, it is planned that with their
service, anyone can organize events similar to
traditional idea competitions with the help of an
ever-building online community.


“Our site has mentors, talents, professionals, and
think tanks alike. They are bound together by
something, namely a commitment to innovation.
The majority of the online community is built on
friendships and acquaintances, and we build an
open innovation community in which members
share a common interest.”


- explains the essence of the new page Roland
Kovács, who himself gained his previous experience
in the world of innovation. 


The new situation requires new solutions. Besides, to
clear teleworking for large companies today, we will
learn many new concepts in the future. These will
include the birth of innovation communities and the
emergence of new forms of community events.
Those who understand the need for these changes in
time will be the winners of the crisis, as they can gain
a serious advantage over their hesitant competitors
by preparing for a fresh start with many new ideas
and strategies.

About the site
POZI.io is an open innovation platform that allows you
to search for targeted, industry-specific ideas and
projects. By focusing on a specific problem or area,
we can gather the best solutions and connect them
directly with end-users.

About the founder
Roland Kovács - CEO 10+ years of innovation project
development, domestic and foreign mega-project
implementation (Slovakia, Norway, UK, Oman,
Pakistan, Croatia), organizational development
experience in the corporate and multinational
corporate sector, risk management expert, behavior
analysis expert. Startup and business development
mentor and consultant.
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The platform gathers professionally outstanding
people, organizes them into thematic groups so that
the target is directly market participants.

Insurance trends:

Open insurance APIs

as success factor

Sebastian Langrehr

CSO Market Strategy & Sales, Friendsurance

With the EU Payment Services Directive PSD2, a
milestone in Open Banking has been reached. PSD2,
dissolves the monopoly of banks on access to
account data. Since autumn 2019, banks must open
their interfaces to third-party providers in order to
promote consumer protection, competition and
innovation.


PSD2 is also used in the insurance context: If
customers authorises the insurer to use their bank
account data, intelligent algorithms and machine
learning are used to extract information from bank
account transactions: On the one hand,
insurance-relevant information such as the name of
the insurance company and the insurance policy
number can be obtained from account movements
and displayed in a digital insurance overview. This is
very convenient for customers: they do not need to
have their insurance documents at hand but can have
them transferred automatically.


On the other hand, important life events can be
identified, and meaningful adjustments of the
insurance coverage can be suggested. If, for
example, child benefit is suddenly transferred to a
customer's bank account, the insurer can ask
whether there has been a family addition and, if so,
trigger a consultation about which existing insurance
policies need to be adapted and which additional
insurance policies might be useful.


But unlike the banking sector, the insurance sector
itself still lacks open interfaces. Since there is no
uniform industry standard, data exchange between
insurers, customers and third-party providers has so
far often been tedious, cost-intensive and inefficient.
Against this background, Friendsurance and the
insurer Alte Leipziger - Hallesche founded the Free
Insurance Data Initiative (FRIDA) in 2018. As an
addition to existing data exchange formats such as
BiPRO and GDV, the initiative aims to establish an
industry-wide interface standard for fast and secure
data exchange while reducing process and operating
costs.
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The initiative is supported by HDI, Deutsche Rück,
SAP, Bitmarck, Okta, InsurLab Germany and
Accenture.


"The goal of our initiative is to enable customers to
handle insurance matters fast while maintaining data
sovereignty through standardized processes and
solutions – comparable to PSD2 in banking,” says
Sebastian Langrehr, CSO of Friendsurance.


"As an insurer, we are highly interested in providing
our customers and their advisors with an overview of
all insurance and financial matters. In the context of
our financial home platform fin4u a standardized B2C
interface is the next logical step to complete this
service", explains Julius Kretz of ALTE LEIPZIGER HALLESCHE. "We believe in positive impulses by
strengthening the data sovereignty of our clients.
Strategically we focus on the topics 'API Economy'
and 'Open Insurance'. That is why we have been
involved in FRIDA from the very beginning", adds
Guido Leber from ALTE LEIPZIGER - HALLESCHE.


“In the coming years, Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence will significantly change the insurance
industry. Insurers will be able to use various data
sources to improve the quality of advice and
products. If this insurance data can also be used by
third parties for the development of value-added
services, positive impulses will arise for the entire
industry - the banking sector has long since set an
example. FRIDA has set itself the task of doing its
part here - for the benefit of the customers and thus
for the good of the entire industry,” says Sebastian
Langrehr.


For more information please visit:

friendsurance.com/news-center

A TEAM OF GLOBAL EXPERTS

JOIN THE
ATTENTION HACKING REVOLUTION

Conquer 2021 with us. We help:
Digital strategy
Modernizing marketing leveraging social media
Optimizing sales forces - making sales agents micro
influencers
Entering the European and German market
Tiktok strategy and implementation
Onsite and virtual speaking

FOLLOW US:
Call us at +491722819934 or write at robin@digitalscouting.de

The Three-step

Insurance Industry

Makeover
Ravindra Salavi

Lead Data Analytics & AI Solutions, LTI

To reach customers who are at once tech-savvy and
demanding, insurers needs to leverage the latest
technologies and incorporate three major industry
shifts into their planning.


The insurance industry is going through digital
transformation and it2 needs to leverage the latest
technologies to cater to the new age customer who is
at once tech-savvy and demanding. To stay relevant,
the industry will need to incorporate three major
industry shifts:
Applied Intelligence

The New Normal of Consumerism

Transformation of Insurance Products
Applied Intelligence


Most insurers have embraced the value of data and
the business benefits it delivers. Sensors, smart
devices and third-party industry data sources have
made it easier to monitor risks. For example,
telematics, monitoring of driving habits and patterns,
and commercial properties have made risk prevention
easier.


Applied Intelligence combines the power of analytics,
AI and automation to enhance outcomes for
data-driven Insurers. This is done by automating the
actions required to utilize the key Insights produced
by analytical models, driving autonomous
decisions.


However, applications of these capabilities are still in
nascent stages. The success of Applied Intelligence
thus significantly depends on how focused your
approach is for specific business outcomes.
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Applied intelligence will play a big role in making next
big things such as autonomous cars, connected
homes etc. mainstream in our lives.


The new normal of consumerism


Consumerism is all about keeping your customer at
the center of your product design and building lasting
relationships. Brands like Uber have changed the
paradigms of the consumer game by consistently
staying on top of customer needs and personalizing
services on the fly.


In the insurance industry, typically there is negativity
around connecting with customers—renewals are
expensive, accidents are not exactly the best time to
deal with them either. However, staying in touch with
customers is important for the insurance industry, in
order to maintain relationship and to understand their
needs.


Home Inventory by American Family Insurance is a
great example of an innovative way to connect with
customers. It helps policy holders store actual images
of all things insured. This way they don’t need to
worry about the claim payout list in case of some loss.
Another example is a wellness/ health checkup
reminder app for insurance customers from Cigna.
The Mygbclaim app from Gallagher Bassett lets
injured workers manage their claim anytime,
anywhere from their smartphone. MetLife’s Infinity
App allows customers to store the memories of
various events by building a photo album.


Thus, increasing positive touchpoints with customers
outside of traditional interactions has helped several
insurers achieve better customer engagement.


Starting from taking a Quote to getting policy issued
during sales process, how am I utilizing my coverages
and premium paid while my policy is in-force, how my
driving habits and usage patterns are impacting my
cost of insurance on regular basis, when I am need to

open a claim—how my claim is getting moved from
first notice to next stages in the process of getting
my car/ property restored and all this without the
need for the customer to take additional efforts such
as calling or emailing someone. It will be interesting to
see how the insurance industry responds to this new
era of consumerism.


Transformation of insurance products


Traditionally, insurance customers have been able to
pick the services they require only from an inflexible
menu card, which means that they might have to visit
multiple insurers to cover all their needs. The next
generation insurance services will offer customized
products and services as per customer requirements,
so they don’t have to run to multiple providers.


Another key development is the evaluation of
InsureTech, which have taken early movers
advantage, e.g., telematics, connected Homes,
wellness or health monitoring etc. These providers
eventually build a sea of data from IoT sensors,
wearable or other customer engagements and will
have significant knowledge of risk associated with
every customer and would be in better position to
issue customized Insurance coverage to these
customer (independent or in collaboration with a
primary Insurer).


Product transformation will bring in the next wave of
disruption for the insurance business and is expected
to take consumerism to the next level. Many
insurance firms are already providing such
value-added services to their customers, and some
have even partnered with third-party ancillary
services providers for building additional capabilities.
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Insurance Factory is an innovative

consulting and training company.
Consulting in the areas of (open) innovation management,
co-creation and crowdsourcing online collaboration with the
target to create new products, processes and organisation
with the expectation of the next generation.

The way to create your

innovative insurance.

Erika Krizsan

Managing Director
T: 00 43 664 189 1810

F: 00 43 216 420 025

E: info@insurance-factory.eu

insurance-factory.eu

